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Aerobatics Editorial 

 GBRCAA Home Page Address: http://www.samhwood.demon.co.uk 
 E-mail to newsletter: Keith@gbrcaanewsletter.freeserve.co.uk 

Front cover  
Shows the new Synergy II design by Steve Burgess and Malcolm Harris, which is currently being developed  
in conjunction with Probuild. I believe Phil will be marketing these soon and displaying them at the AGM. So 
place your orders now. Thanks to Malcolm Harris and Alan Simmonds for this drawing. 
 
This packed issue 
contains a number of contributed articles from Ian Dunn on Judging including hs personal observations of 
the FAI schedules in the 1998 SAA Nats and also this years Triple Crown at Cashmoor. Also, and on request 
I’ve included the forthcoming PO1 schedule complete with those downgrades listed in the FAI guide plus an 
Aresti style flight diagram. In addition, included is an American review of the YS140L, the first report from 
the World F3A Championships from Brandon Ransley, a pictorial report of the new fuel injected OS140 RX,  
the results of the membership questionnaire and competition reports from Mansfield. Finally and most 
importantly for you senior pilots, the proposed senior schedule for 2000 is included inside the back page.  
 
Please note  
that the copy date for the next newsletter will be 21st January 2000. 
 
National Display Team Organiser Required 
to coordinate groups of pilots who wish to represent the GBRCAA at model aircraft displays such a Wood-
vale, Sandown, Wings & Weald etc or even at local / club displays. Please contact Keith Jackson for further 
details if you are interested in promoting a positive image of your association to the general populace. 
 
On another subject, 
Stephanie Wood gave birth to a baby boy last Thursday at 7am ! ... 8lb 12.5oz (well under the FAI limit) and 
his name is Matthew. Our warmest congratulations go to Mike and Stephanie. This just goes to show the 
extraordinary lengths that some pilots will go to avoid flying the PO1 next year! 
 
Abandon Hope 
all ye who thought you could get through the noise limits by using a model / engine set-up that gave 
borderline noise levels. For 2000 is the year of discontent where computers will crash, difficult schedules 
(PO1 Particularly ‘Orrible 1) will be flown and new noise limits will be imposed at all centralised and other 
large events. The limits, which were ratified last year, are to be 94 dBA above a hard surface and 92 dBA 
above short grass. The same conditions for measuring these levels as before are to be applied. 
 
The Association Raffle 
took place at this year’s AGM and was won by Roy Shepherd. More details will be given in this next edition 
when we’ll know which prize he chose. Many thanks to all those who contributed to this worthy cause and 
especially to David Tappin, who did an excellent job in organising this, and all the other team / association 
related tasks this year.  
 
The Membership Questionnaire 
results are included within this issue together with some trends that I have indicated. As stated previously, 
all those who took part were entered into a prize draw with the chance of winning a superb Webra 120, 
donated by Daryl Foster. The draw took place at this year’s AGM and the lucky winner was Steve Dunning.  
 
Lowlands Cup 
The location for next year’s Lowlands Cup has finally been confirmed via Bob Ried as RAF Scampton. This 
event will take place on 24th—25th June 2000 and will need as many willing volunteers as possible to make 
it a great success 
 
RCM&E Sportsman’s Challenge 
RCM&E have offered to put up prizes and cover any attempts by the GBRCAA to hold a Sportsman style 
event like the one originally run by Phil Williams / RCMW. They ideally would like a series of articles leading 
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up to the event concerned with building and finishing relevant entry style pattern models plus coverage of 
the events themselves. I wondered over the possibility of having two or more preliminary events in perhaps 
the South, North and Scotland, and then having a finals held in conjunction with our Championships. This of 
course would mean the championships being held at a sensible date at the end of the season instead of the 
ridiculously early dates in previous years. I would be willing to get involved in this but would need other, 
dare I say it, volunteers to help out. Anyone willing ? 
 
 
Pictoral report from the Triple Crown 1999. Cashmoor. Dorset 
 
Memories of this dreamy event are fading fast so before they degenerate further I will try to recount some 
salient moments that for me made this the best event of the year. 
 
The event as you no doubt know, was organised in a very efficient manner by David Tappin in conjunction 
with the Wimbourne Model Aircraft Society (WMAC). There are far to many people to name individually but 
those who were involved deserve the thanks of everyone who participated for the excellent site, facilities 
and atmosphere that was prevalent throughout the competition. The person I dealt with most in the run up 
to the event was Alain Despagnet who was responsible for the photography used in the excellent souvenir 
programme and the photographs of teams shown opposite. It shows just how much is achievable when ef-
fort is applied to the organising and running of events like this, and I hope the same spirit will be prevalent 
when the GBRCAA runs the lowlands Cup next year. 
 
I’d arrived directly from a job interview late on the Friday afternoon to find that most of the pilots who’d 
arrived earlier, were now packing up. The weather that practise day was excellent with very light winds and 
blue skies meaning that shorts were the order of the day. This was obviously the result of some tactic be-
tween the English team and the weather gods, which succeeded in fooling the other teams into thinking it 
would be the same during the competition, and therefore not practising to accommodate the effects of the 
strong cross winds that were to follow. Hah ! good weather at a Cashmoor event, well almost. The following 
day’s started with the same blue skies but with the wind conditions that one is normally exposed to when 
frequenting this site (must have been something to do with Jon Tappin being there). 
 
The competition was run by Phil Williams who CD’d this event directly after returning from a holiday abroad. 
The holiday had obviously worked since he managed to control the event with such precision that the first 
day ended at exactly the minute specified in the programme! The event however was not without problems 
since, due to unforeseen circumstances there was a shortage of Scottish judges which meant that only three 
judges were eventually used. Our unused judge John Mee finally had to amuse himself by calling for me 
instead. 
 
It is hard to recall details of the flying now as I was not expecting to write this article so long after the 
event. However the bits that I do remember were: 
 

• The superb organisation and atmosphere 

• Some wonderful examples of Caprise’s by Ray Keane and Brian Carolon of the Irish team 

• Daryl Foster‘s cut on his first flight (Caprise / Webra 145) 

• Steve Burgess’s (Synergy / YS140) engine coming loose and Angus Balfour’s manifold shearing 
(Pink Panther / YS140 L), resulting in two zero scores respectively 

• Excellent flying by the Scottish team especially Malcolm Balfour (Desafio S / YS 140 FZ) 

• Four strokes being dominant in this event at least (top five pilots used YS 140’s) 

• A number of frustrating engine problems for Dave Matthias, Dave Rumball and Richard Welch (All 
YS 140’s) 

• The excellent meal on Saturday night at the Horton Inn. 

• Stressful time with the scoring system 

• Raffle prize giving at the end of the event; everyone went home with something thanks to the gen-
erosity of the sponsoring organisations 

 
I’m afraid another report will have to fill in details of the flying, but I can give you the normalised results 
which were: 
 
Team Results: 
 
1. Scotland  1000.0  
2. England    986.5 
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3. Ireland    939.0 
4. International    911.2 
 
Individual Results: 
 
1. Steve Burgess  Scotland  3992.8 
2. Keith Jackson  England  3967.0 
3. Angus Balfour  Scotland  3925.3 
4. Ray Keane  Ireland  3895.5 
5. John Harrop  England  3786.7 
6. Darryl Foster  England  3755.0 
7. David Balfour  Scotland  3750.4 
8. Dave Matthias England  3731.4 
9. Malcolm Balfour Scotland  3651.3 
10. Richard Welch International 3602.3 
11. David Rumball International 3598.3 
12. Brian Carolan  Ireland  3576.5 
13. Barry Smith  Ireland  3552.1 
14. Malcolm Harris International 3542.4 
15. Robert Young  Ireland  3363.2 
16. Niall O’Sullivan International 3105.0 
 
 
Ed. 

 Angus Balfour (3rd) David Balfour (7th)  Malcolm Balfour(9th)    Steve Burgess (1st) 

 Daryl Foster (6th)     Keith Jackson (2nd) Dave Mathias (8th) John Harrop (5th) 
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 Brian Carolan (12th) Barry Smith (13th) Robert Young (15th) (Ray Keane (4th) 

           Dave Rumball (11th)  Malcolm Harris (14th)  Niall O’Sullivan (16th)  Richard Welch (10th) 

        Peter Brett    Phil Williams   David Tappin   Eoin O’Callaghan   Ian Dunn  
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  M. A PRODUCTS 
 
 
 
 

Price List 
 

Tail wheel to match  £ 5:00 

Exhaust manifolds 

made to order         from £22:00 

Alloy wheels    £17:00 

Prop nuts    £ 6:00 

Exhaust deflectors   £ 7:50 

Tuned pipe brackets  £ 7:50 

 

Please make cheques payable to:- 

 M. Aldous, Romila, Hilders Lane,                 

 Edenbridge,  Kent TN8 6JU 

 Tel. 01732 865113 
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OS140 RX Injection System 
 

The following photo’s were sent from our Japanese contact Gus-Yoshitaka Sekiguchi. Please 
refer to the September Newsletter for article and more photo’s  
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Top of previous page shows the temperature sensor and back plate removed for clarity. 
 
Shown bottom on previous page is the engine installation into Hatta’s Chance design, as flown 
at 1999 F3A World Championships in Pensecola. 
 
Above is a close up of the fuel injector system in place of normal needle valve assembly. 
 
Below is the engine management system proving that not only jet engines need to be compli-
cated. An auxiliary function is necessary to control the engine idle speed. 
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TRYING TO BE A JUDGE 
 
Having read Bob Palmer's letter about the tribulations of an aspiring aerobatic pilot, followed by the various 
responses in the September GBRCAA newsletter, I am moved to put in my tuppence worth on the thinking 
behind scoring an aerobatic flight. As an aside, I must say that I started judging aerobatics back in the 60's 
but then judged scale for many years before returning to the aerobatic field some years ago to find a very 
different scene. The introduction of the turn-round schedules had made judging a much more demanding 
job but also much more interesting as well, due to the extra challenge. 
            
At first I tried counting errors and subtracting from 10, but found that this only works up to a point. Some 
of the more complex maneuvers have more than 10 possible downgrades, a Cuban eight with point rolls, for 
instance, has 12. Strangely enough, there are 14 possible in a stall turn. (If you don't  believe  me,  send for 
the list!). It would be possible for a generally untidy maneuver of this complexity to incur  enough of the 
downgrades to wipe out the score but still be recognisable.  
 
In all fairness one can't give a zero, although in a strictly mathematical sense one should. Equally, but  in  
the opposite direction, some of the simpler turn-round manoeuvres only have a small number of  possible 
downgrades, maybe four or five at most, so a straight deduction from 10 will give an exaggeratedly high 
score, even if the manoeuvre was a mess, incurring all the possible downgrades. 
 
The method I now use is still to count the errors, giving a base figure, but then modify it up or down ac-
cording to the overall impression of how close the whole manoeuvre was to how it was supposed to look. It 
also helps that after watching a few thousand schedules, one develops a standard mark for many manoeu-
vres, since most pilots make the same standard errors! One can then modify the standard score  according to 
the lower or higher number of errors made in this particular flight. The point made by  Keith Jackson about  
feedback  from  judges to pilots between flights sounds OK in theory, but in actual practice it doesn't work. 
Once one has given the mark for a manoeuvre to the scribe, one must put that manoeuvre out of one's mind, 
otherwise concentration on the next manoeuvre is affected. Believe me, I know! Having said that, if a pilot 
has made the same mistake over a number of manoeuvres, it sticks in the mind and I will make a mental 
note to point it out to him - so long as I think that  he won't be offended!- as soon as an opportunity arises. 
 
Probably a better option would be to ask one of the high scoring pilots at a competition to watch your flight 
and give his comments afterwards. The pilots have more time to talk between their flights than the judges 
have between each and every flight. And of course a high scoring pilot's advice will be based on his ability 
to get a higher score from the judges than yours! 
 
In Scotland, at the regular series of low (?) key competitions run throughout the year, we all - judges and  
pilots - make a point of discussing the reasons for any unexpectedly low scores and I think that this helps 
the judges as well. Having to put ones impressions into words really does focus the mind on what one is 
doing and why one is doing it. 
 
We have discussed the problem of how to achieve systematic feedback from judges to pilots fairly regularly 
for some time now, but so far no-one has come up with a practical solution. The ideal answer would seem 
to be specific 'analysis' days where judges stood beside pilots and gave an ongoing commentary, but this 
could only be done on a 'manoeuvre/pause for comment' routine, as there just isn't time during a real sched-
ule. Alternatively, perhaps one middle-of-the-range pilot could fly a schedule - suitably  slowed-down - 
while a judge gave a running commentary to a group of the rest of the pilots. 
 
One last point for the aerobatic novice - one often sees pilots struggling with a poorly-trimmed aircraft. A 
properly setup aircraft does a lot of the work for you - give it some guidance and it does the rest. Even  
now, one comes across aircraft flying slightly sideways, with the ailerons and rudder crossed to make them 
fly straight. And how many will pull up and push over dead straight from level flight? It makes a vast dif-
ference to your scores when you aren't fighting with the aircraft! 
 
Ian Dunn 
Chief Judge  
SCOTTISH AEROMODELLERS ASSOCIATION 
 
In addition to this letter, Ian also contributed a number of articles that were distributed as feedback to the 
pilots competing in the SAA F3A circuit. Whilst aimed specifically at the outgoing FAI D schedule (they 
were distributed some time ago), the information contained is relevant to all pilots flying all past and cur-
rent schedules. Ed 
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SCOTTISH AEROMODELLERS ASSOCIATION 
 

Overview of Judging Criteria 
 

Judging Criteria 
The judges are looking for the following criteria in the listed order of  importance. 
 
1. Precision. 
2. Smoothness. 
3. Positioning. 
4. Size. 
 
 
General 
• Manoeuvres with ascending and descending lines should where possible be based on broadly 

similar top and bottom lines, established by the first manoeuvre. 
• All manoeuvres must start and finish with a straight horizontal line. The centre manoeuvres start 

and finish on the same heading while turn-around manoeuvres finish on a heading 180º to entry.  
• All centre manoeuvres must be flown along or parallel to the manoeuvring line. 
• Turn-around manoeuvres partly out of the box will be downgraded relative to the amount of the 

manoeuvre outside the box. Score will be zero if the whole manoeuvre is flown outside the box. 
• Manoeuvres flown farther out than approx. 175 metres will be downgraded. The greater the 

distance, the greater the downgrade. 
• If a manoeuvre has no exit line, the next manoeuvre will be downgraded by 2 points. 
• Angular deviations from lines will be downgraded by 1 point for every 15 degrees deviation. 
• Rolls flown as part of ascending and descending lines must be placed at the centre of the line. 
• Any manoeuvre substantially deviating from specified pattern will be scored zero. 
• Any manoeuvre all or part of which is flown on or behind the judges line will be scored zero. 
 
 

 
 

D SCHEDULE COMMENTS 
(following the SAA Nationals, Glenrothes Airport August 1998) 

 
Take-off Sequence: 
Watching our efforts at the Nats. was a former aerobatic pilot from the Taurus era who used to fly  in 
South Africa with Rich Brand when propo was taking over from reeds - and here I must say in passing 
that the top reed pilots were much smoother fliers than your average propo pilot; they had got multi-
channel manual pulse down to a fine art and the sound of their Txs on a monitor was like the sound of 
the bagpipes. Anyway after his first comment on the size of the current patterns, which of course is down  
to  the increase in the power/weight ratio of the aircraft, he commented on the low standard of takeoff of 
so many of the  pilots. I pointed out to him that marking the standard of the takeoff and landing was 
scrapped long ago because people felt that only the actual aerobatics should be judged, not the takeoff  
and landing. However, the judges cannot help but be influenced, even subconciously, by a smooth flow-
ing takeoff down the centre-line as opposed to an untidy wiggle down the  runway followed by a leap off 
the ground and a violent bank into the turn to commence the schedule. In other words, don't  dismiss the 
takeoff as unimportant. (I whole heartedly agree on this; the number of full power and then release 
takeoff’s followed by a steep and scrappy climb, that I witnessed at the 1999 BMFA nationals, gave one 
the impression that they were watching the start of some mad pylon race, rather than the beginning of an 
exhibition of controlled aerobatics. Ed). 
 
Cobra Point Roll: 
Most people got this reasonably OK, apart from a few who made the down line noticeably steeper than 
the up line.  
 
Half Square Loop: 
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The vast majority pulled up in a gentle curve, got the half roll pretty well in the middle of the vertical, 
then pushed over the top at the radius which should have been used for the entry. This is not to be inter-
preted as a request for wing-bending pull-ups, but for heaven's sake make both quarter loops at least 
similar in radius and noticeably tighter than a normal inside loop. 
 
Square Loop: 
Very few pilots seemed to have any idea that a square should ideally be square - i.e. all sides of the same 
length! Also, the four corners should be the same radius. First corners were usually flown wider than the 
other three, even the last, which some have argued can't be made very square. We know that, but make 
all four the same (reasonable) radius and you will score more points. 
      
Half Outside Loop, Full Roll: 
Generally OK. 
 
Avalanche: 
Supposed to be a loop with a snap at the top, but far too many made it a sort of  vertical  ellipse  with  the 
down line even straighter than the up. It seems that many pilots wait until the top of the loop before 
initiating the snap, which when you think about it is  obviously  too late. Start the snap just before level 
at the top and the natural nose drop in the snap puts the aircraft at the right angle for the second half of 
the loop 
 
Humpty Bump: 
Generally OK. 
 
Eight Point Roll: 
Pilots can see their own mistakes in this one! 
      
Half Cuban Eight: 
Most common mistake was to pull over the top immediately after the half roll  on  the  up  line.  RE-
MEMBER,  ROLLS  SHOULD BE CENTRED IN LINES. 
      
Humpty Bump: 
Generally OK. 
 
Stall Turn: 
Too many pilots did a  wingover.  Stall means STOP and ROTATE, don't just fly over  the  top.  One  
otherwise very good pilot even kept power on until his aircraft was starting back down - didn't do his  
score any good! Theoretically, the fuselage should come down the same path as it went up and some 
pilots seemed to be able to do this  beautifully. The maximum allowable difference is one-and-a-half  
wingspans, which isn't a lot. A quick blip of power  is acceptable, as is arriving at the top very slightly 
one wing low, but going up with one wing much lower than the other  isn't  and  quite a few pilots lost 
points for overdoing this trick. 
     
Double Immelmann: 
Most pilots got this right, with the length of the level lines the same as the height. 
 
Half Square Loop: 
Same criticism as the first half square. 
      
Two Turn spin: 
Generally OK, although stopping the  spin  in a truly vertical dive seemed to present a problem to some 
pilots. 
      
Top Hat: 
Generally OK, but a surprising number of pilots let the aircraft come in towards themselves in the climb 
and finished up almost overhead. Can't figure that one. The usual reason is pulling up when the wings 
aren't level, but this one manoeuvre seemed to give more trouble than any other. 
      
Cuban Eight: 
The general standard here has vastly improved. Most pilots are now getting both halves the same length 
and the rolls crossing over in the middle. 
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Humpty Bump: 
Generally OK. 
 
Knife Edge: 
Quite a high standard. 
 
45 degrees up and down, etc: 
Biggest problem was an inability to  get the up and down lines parallel and the half loop round - it tended 
to tighten at the top. 
      
Square loop on corner: 
Still a very common tendency to climb too steeply in the first leg which of course distorts the whole 
figure. Apart from this most pilots did a very creditable job of this figure 
 
Overall picture: 
Biggest problem for many pilots is depth control - not staying in the slot. A lot of  points  were dropped 
through flying far too far away and quite a  few let their aircraft arrive almost overhead - out of the  box  
up  the  way.  It pays to practice deliberately flying the schedules across wind sometimes. 
 
Very few pilots went out of  the  box  at the ends, while some didn't even use anything like  the  whole  
length of the box - not recommended because it  cramps  the  schedule and makes it look rushed. 
              
It was noticeable this year  that  more pilots are starting to realise that it doesn't pay  to  whizz  about - 
the top pilots make their flying look relaxed,  almost  lazy. This is not the same as slow,  just  smooth  
and  flowing. Remember, aerobatic contests are all about  presentation  to  the  judges and this means the 
whole flight. To  quote  the late Neil Williams (you have read his book  ~Aerobatics~,  haven't  you?), 
(Aerobatics: Neil Williams 1975. Airlife Publishing, 7 St Johns Hill. Shrewsbury. England. Ed) ~the 
judges expect to see a picture painted  in  the sky. One cannot help downgrading a flight where the  pilot 
appears to be struggling with his aircraft. 
 
 

Judges Guides 
These are available from the treasurer at a cost of £2.00 + 
30p postage. This is the latest guide prepared by Pete 
Cappleman and Tom Anyon.     
 
 
 

Wanted 
Laptop computer for use with PASS scoring system. Must meet or exceed follow-
ing specifications: 
 
• Pentium 133MHz processor or equivalent 
• 2.1GB Hard Disc Drive 
• 32MB RAM 
• Color Screen 
• Battery (must be in good condition) 
• Case 
• CD ROM drive 
• Floppy disc drive 
• Modem (PCMCIA) 
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D SCHEDULE COMMENTS 
(Triple Crown '99)  

 
 
Take-off Sequence: 
 Still a wide variety of take-off patterns, with some pretty considerable variations from 
the pattern shown in the strip diagram. Still too many untidy 'yank-it-off-the-ground' departures. 
At one point I commented to my scribe on how often the standard of the take-off set the tone for 
the rest of the flight.  
 
Cobra Point Roll: 
 Same comment as last year's Nationals - a lot of pilots made the down line much steeper 
than the up.  
 
Half Square Loop: 
 Exactly the same comment as last year. Some pilots even flew the pull-up like the first 
quarter of a round loop. 
 
Square Loop with 4 half rolls: 
 Again the same comment as last time. Very many pilots are starting far too high, mak-
ing the up and down legs much longer than the horizontals. And as usual most of the bottom right 
hand corners were much sharper than the others. Also a surprising number flew the up-line leaning 
left.  
 
Half Outside Loop,Roll: 
 Generally OK. Most tightened the radius through the manoeuvre, which cost them at 
least one point.  
Avalanche: 
 This is still not being flown like a loop with a snap at the top. Practically everyone flew 
the first half much too straight, although quite a few managed to fly the second half at the correct 
radius. 
 
Humpty Bump: 
 Not bad at all. Loss of heading was about the only problem.  
 
Eight Point Roll: 
 Again quite good. 
 
Half Cuban Eight: 
 Mostly good. Sometimes the half-roll was left a bit late. 
 
Humpty Bump: 
 Generally OK. 
 
Stall Turn: 
 A re-read of last year's comments. Very few good ones as far too many pilots just flew 
over the top with hardly any reduction in speed. And an excessive wing-down attitude on the way 
up is a recipe for dropped points! Some pilots can do it - there were one or two beauties flown.  
 
Double Immelman: 
 Strangely enough these seemed worse this year, with a lot of pilots making the length 
far greater than the height. I often wonder if some pilots have read the published description of the 
schedule. And the majority of pilots flew the first half loop at a steadily decreasing radius. Looks 
terrible.  
 
Half Square Loop: 
 Same criticism as the first half square. 
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Two Turn spin: 
 There were some very waffly spin entries, but most of these aircraft are designed not to 
stall very easily.  
 
Top Hat: 
 It seems that a lot of pilots have never seen a real top hat, as most of them produced a 
bowler! 
 
Cuban Eight: 
 The common problem here seems to have been around since aerobatics were invented - 
practically everyone flies the second half much longer than the first. For some reason they make it 
flat bottomed.  
 
45 degrees down, 11/2 snap: 
 Not bad at all.  
 
Humpty Bump: 
 Generally OK.  
 
Knife Edge: 
 Generally good, although some were far too short. 
 
45 degrees up and down, etc: 
 Still very few get the up and down lines parallel. During practice get the caller to use 
some kind of reference - I hold my hand parallel to the up line when judging - to learn the right 
appearance of the manoeuvre. The roll on the way up was often far too soon and the two of four on 
the way down was often too late.  
 
Square loop on corner: 
 Practically everyone started beautifully but made the line after the first half roll much 
shorter than the line before it, which guarantees a mis-shapen manoeuvre. Some pilots appeared to 
try to compensate by flying the subsequent angle greater than 90 degrees, but that just dropped at 
least another point. 
 
Overall picture: 
 Apart from the perennial problems mentioned, the general standard seemed higher this 
year. Considering the wind, most pilots stayed in the slot very well. It was noticeable, however, 
that those pilots who did manage to get calmer conditions for one flight produced an obviously 
higher standard than for their other flights. This would seem to indicate that more practice in 
windy conditions, particularly cross winds, would pay dividends. Also noticeable was the fact that 
due to the highly variable wind strength and direction some pilots were flying unnecessary wind 
corrections. To me this indicates that the top pilots are flying the model while the not-so-expert 
pilots are flying the transmitter. Seat-of-the-pants flying, if you like, rather than by numbers. 
 
Ian Dunn 
Chief Judge 
Scottish Aeromodelers Association 
 
 
Thanks for the information Ian. This demonstrates another form of feedback that can be useful to 
competitors. Ed. 
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Maneuvre Descriptions and Basic Downgrades for the FAI PO1 Schedule  
 

This article was extracted from a web site which in itself was lifted directly from the FAI sporting code. 
This schedule was also printed in the September Newsletter. Ed 
 
Preliminary Schedule P-01 
 
1. Take-off Sequence 
2. Triangular Loop, 2/4 Pt. Roll on Top, Exit inverted  
3. Half Reverse Cuban, 1/2 Roll Up, Exit Inverted  
4. 1-1/2 Negative Snap, 2/2 Pt Roll  
5. Top Hat 3/4 Pt Roll Up, 1/4 Roll Down  
6. 45 Degrees Up, Two of 2/2 Pt Rolls, Opposite Direction  
7. Half Square Loop, Full roll down, Exit Inverted  
8. Eight-sided Outside Loop, Exit Inverted  
9. Figure 9, 1/2 Roll Up, Exit Inverted  
10. Outside/Inside Vertical 8, from the Middle, Exit Inverted  
11. 2 Turn Inverted Spin  
12. Reverse Knife-Edge  
13. Immelmann, Full Roll, exit Inverted  
14. Pull-Push-Push Humpty-Bump, 2/4 Roll Down, Full Roll Up  
15. Reverse Top Hat, 1/4 Rolls  
16. 2 Loops, 2 Half Rolls at Bottom  
17. Split S  
18. Stall Turn, 3/4 Pt Roll Up, 1-1/4 Snap Down  
19. Humpty-Bump with Options, Exit Inverted  
20. Slow roll, Inverted to Inverted  
21. Half Square Outside Loop on Corner  
22. Fig. Z, push to 45º Inverted Dive, 2/2 Pt Roll, Pull to Level  
23. Landing Sequence  
 
 
P-01.01 Takeoff Sequence: The model is placed on the runway, takes off, then turns 90 degrees toward 
the line defined by the upwind and downwind marker. When approximately over this line the model 
turns 270 degrees for a downwind trim pass. When approximately even with the downwind marker the 
model initiates a 180 degree turn, reversal, or other turn-around maneuver of the pilot's choice. 
Judging Notes:  

• Take-off not followed, zero points.  
• Model passes behind the judges line (zero line), zero points.  
• Only two scores, a zero and a 10 may be awarded for the takeoff sequence.  
 

P-01.02 Triangular Loop, 2/4 Pt. Roll on Top, Exit Inverted: Pull to a 45 degree upline and execute a 
triangular loop with two points of a four point roll on top (second) leg. Exit Inverted. 
Judging Notes:  

• Climbing and diving legs are at 45 degrees.  
• Entry and exit part loops are at the same point.  

 
P-01.03 Half Reverse Cuban, Half Roll Up, Exit Inverted: Push to a 45 degree inverted upline, 
perform a half roll then push through 5/8 of an outside loop to level inverted flight. 
 
P-01.04 1-1/2 Negative Snap, 2/2 Pt. Roll: On a horizontal line perform one and one-half negative snap 
rolls followed by a two-point roll in the opposite direction. 
Judging Notes:  

• There is only a brief hesitation between the 1-1/2 negative snap roll and the 2 point roll.  
 (The centre point of this manoeuvre to be between the snap and the 2/2 point roll. Ed). 

 
P-01.05 Top Hat 3/4 Pt. Roll Up, 1/4 Roll Down: Pull vertical and perform three points of a four-point 
roll, pull to inverted, fly a straight line, pull vertical and perform a quarter roll then pull to level flight. 
Judging Notes:  

• The roll directions are optional, but the horizontal leg must be inverted.  
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P-01.06 45 Degrees Up, Two of 2/2 Pt. Rolls, Opposite Directions: Pull to a 45 degree upline and 
perform two two-point rolls in opposite directions. Push to level. 
 
P-01.07 Half Square Loop, Full Roll Down, Exit Inverted: Perform half of a square loop with one roll 
in the downline. Exit inverted. 
 
P-01.08 Eight Sided Outside Loop, Exit Inverted: Push to a 45 degree up-line and perform an eight 
sided outside hesitation loop. Exit inverted. 
 
P-01.09 Figure 9, Half Roll Up, Exit Inverted: Push to a vertical up-line and perform half an aileron 
roll then perform 3/4 of an outside loop. Exit inverted. 
 
P-01.10 Outside/Inside vertical Eight, from the Middle, Exit Inverted: Push to an outside loop on top 
followed by an inside loop centered below the outside loop. Exit inverted. 
 
P-01.11 Two-Turn Inverted Spin: Perform two consecutive inverted spins. Recover upright. 
Judging Notes:  

• Snap entry, zero points.  
• Forced entry, downgrade.  
 

P-01.12 Reverse Knife-Edge: Roll 90 degrees to knife-edge flight and fly a straight line. Roll 180 
degrees in the opposite direction and fly a second line in knife-edge flight, then roll 90 degrees to 
recover upright. 
Judging Notes:  

• The knife-edge segments are of equal length and must be long enough to demonstrate 
controlled knife-edge flight.  

 
P-01.13 Immelmann, Full Roll, Exit Inverted: Perform half an inside loop followed immediately by 
one aileron roll. Exit inverted. 
Judging Notes:  

• There is no hesitation between the half loop and the roll.  
 

P-01.14 Pull-Push-Push Humpty Bump, 2/4 Pt. Roll Down, Full Roll Up: Pull to a vertical downline 
and perform two points of a four point roll, push into a half outside loop, perform a full aileron roll on 
the upline then push to level flight. 
Judging Notes:  

• The entry and exit quarter loops and the bottom half loops are all of equal radius.  
 

P-01.15 Reverse Top Hat, 1/4 Rolls: Push to a vertical downline, execute a quarter roll, left or right, 
push to inverted flight, fly a straight line, push to a vertical upline, execute a second quarter roll then 
push to level flight. 
Judging Notes:  

• The horizontal leg is inverted.  
 

P-01.16 Two Loops, Two Half Rolls at Bottom: Push into a half outside loop, perform a half roll at the 
bottom, complete a full inside loop, perform a second half roll at the bottom then complete a half outside 
loop to recover in level flight. 
Judging Notes:  

• The loops must be round and super-imposed with the half rolls integrated with the loops.  
 

P-01.17 Split S: Perform a half aileron roll followed immediately by a half inside loop. 
Judging Notes:  

• There is no hesitation between the half roll and half loop.  
 

P-01.18 Stall Turn, 3/4 Pt. Roll Up, 1-1/4 Positive Snap Down: Pull to a vertical upline and perform 
three points of a four point roll followed by a stall turn. On the downline perform one and one-quarter 
positive snap roll then pull to level flight. 
 
P-01.19 Humpty Bump with Options, Exit Inverted: Pull to a vertical upline and perform a half 
aileron roll (or alternately a quarter aileron roll) then push or pull into a half loop (inside or outside), 
perform another half (or quarter) aileron roll then push to recover in level inverted flight. 
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P-01.20 Slow Roll, Inverted to Inverted: From level inverted flight perform one slow roll to recover in 
level inverted flight. 
 
P-01.21 Half Square Outside Loop on Corner: From level inverted flight push to a 45 degree upline 
and complete a half square loop on corner. 
 
P-01.22 Fig. Z, Push to 45 Degree Inverted Dive, 2/2 Pt.. Roll, Pull To Level: Push 135 degrees to a 
45 degree inverted downline and perform a two point hesitation roll. Pull 135 degrees to recover in 
horizontal flight. 
 
P-01.23 Landing Sequence: At reduced power execute a 180 degree level or descending turn to a 
downwind heading. Fly a downwind leg, then turn 180 degrees into the wind. Fly a descending approach 
to the runway touching down in the landing zone. The landing sequence is complete when the model has 
either rolled 10 meters or comes to rest. 
Judging Notes:  

• Model does not follow landing sequence, zero points.  
• If any landing gear leg retracts on landing, zero points.  
• If the model lands outside the landing zone, zero points. The landing zone is designated by a 

circle of 50 meters radius or lines across a standard runway spaced 100 meters apart where 
the runway is at least 10 meters wide.  

 
 
 

ARESTI SYMBOLS 
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Preliminary Schedule P-01 
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Chief Judges comments on recent letters concerning judging methods 
 
 
With reference to Bob Palmer’s letter published in the July edition of the 
newsletter I must speak out in defence of the judges albeit I’m a little late in my 
reply. 
 
Unfortunately Bob and some of his fellow pilots share the opinion of being 
discriminated against by the judges, in their estimation the downgrades they 
receive for some or all of their manoeuvres are unjustifiably severe. I agree it is 
irritating having flown a schedule to the best of your ability only to discover your 
scores are not as good as you expected., I do know how it feels I’ve experienced 
the same disappointment when I competed in aerobatics way back, although I 
never became despondent or criticised the judges, the challenge of competing 
against my fellow competitors gave me great pleasure, and my desire to beat them 
meant my flying abilities would have to improve, unquestionably my problem not 
the judges. I know relating my past will not pacify you. Pilots who have not 
experienced judging aerobatic competitions and are given the opportunity to judge 
I would say have a go it would give you a clearer understanding of how the 
judging system works. All judges have a code of practice to follow which does not 
include destroying a pilot’s will to fly aerobatics. In aerobatics it’s necessary to use 
judges to obtain a result and to place competitors in their correct order of rank. 
This means judges have to be accurate with their scoring to make each competitors 
ranking fair. I’m certain pilots would not wish to gain a higher ranking by default. 
The unbiased verdict of our judges recognised that Kevin, Brandon and Jon were 
the most accomplished pilots to represent the UK at this year’s F3A World 
Championships in Pensacola. By now you will have seen their individual and team 
placings which are very creditable but they do highlight the strong opposition 
encountered at a World Championships. In Brandon’s latest article he comments 
flying aerobatics is hard and it becomes harder to stave off the opposition when 
you reach expert status. We are about to embark on a new challenge with the 
introduction of the P-01 and F-01 schedules effective 1st January 2000 I’m not 
sure if hard is the correct word, pilot’s nightmare would be more appropriate. I do 
sympathise with pilots who are members of non- aerobatic orientated flying clubs, 
it’s very difficult to know where you’re going wrong without other aerobatic flyers 
to advise you. 
 
It has been brought to my attention that some Master pilots feel I am out of touch 
with their requirements in the way of feedback and advising them to read the FAI 
Aerobatic Code of Practice or indeed the Judges guide is not a satisfactory way if 
transferring knowledge. So please forgive me having been involved with 
aerobatics for the past thirty years for incorrectly assuming the rule book could 
serve as a valuable source of information to describe the rudiments of flying 
aerobatics, also I hoped the new GBR/CAA Judges guide which has not been 
published exclusively for the judges would help to unfold the well used mystical 
phrase "what the judges are looking for" so ok you want something more 
constructive in the way of feedback yet nobody has contacted me with any 
constructive ideas or suggestions, they do say that two heads are better than one. 
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I’ve looked up the word feedback in the dictionary it reads (public response to an 
event) it should read pilots response to an event because I’m a little bewildered 
trying to comprehend why, if you require feedback, was this year’s pilot’s training 
day cancelled due to lack of support (one applicant) the answer has to be you’re 
not interested in a pilot’s training day. What do you want ? Do you think Keith 
Jackson’s (ED) idea on feedback is a viable proposition by seating an experienced 
pilot in parallel with the judges so he can make comments on the pilot’s flight after 
he’s landed. (Strike while the iron’s hot) Time would be paramount to make the 
plan workable, it may envisage fewer flights. I’m not in favour of Keith’s eight and 
a half hour day, it’s a good way to lose judges even with statutory breaks. I would 
like to introduce a warm-up flight at Centralised events prior to the competition 
starting, this is normal practice at International comp’s allowing judges to discuss 
the flight and set an equal standard of scoring for the day. 
 
In answer to a couple of Bob’s anxieties on judging methods I will confirm judges 
cannot base their scores on the entire flight they have no perception of how the 
schedule will be flown until the completion of the last manoeuvre for instance a 
pilot may start the flight nervously gain confidence a third of the way through and 
complete the flight with well flown manoeuvres. Each individual manoeuvre has to 
be scored in order of sequence it doesn’t follow if a manoeuvre is poorly executed 
the upcoming manoeuvre would also be severely downgraded. Once a manoeuvre 
has been completed and scored it’s forgotten there is no time to dwell on past 
manoeuvres, judges attention has to be focused on the manoeuvre being presented. 
Applying the 1 point 15o rule a cobra point roll would not be downgraded 5 points 
for being slightly off centre, if that’s what you meant by being slightly off Bob. 
The most common faults while executing a cobra point roll are when the up and 
down lines are not at an angle of 45o which is quite steep, generally they are 
performed too shallow around 60o this in turn stretches the top radius which should 
be sharp, also the point rolls are not centred on the lines, if all these infractions 
occur a downgrading of 5 or more points is possible, judges can only score what 
they see and they do see more infractions than the pilot. 
 
Using only two judges on the flight line at Centralised and National events does 
not represent a satisfactory analysis of the pilot’s flying ability, a panel of four 
judges would permit the highest and lowest scores to be dropped resulting in a 
more accurate and fair assessment of all the competitors order of ranking then 
hopefully it would put an end to the feelings of animosity towards the judges by 
some pilots, are we not all involved with aerobatics for one purpose to secure the 
future prosperity of our great sport. 
 
 
Pete Capplelman  
GBR/CAA Chief Judge. 
 
 
This letter was received October 31st 1999. Ed 
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Membership Questionnaire Results 
 
Firstly I would like to offer my sincere thanks to all who took the trouble to participated in this 
questionnaire. It is very important to determine as a whole what the membership wants, doesn’t 
want etc if we are to prevent the numbers falling further. As with any business, if the customer 
doesn’t like what is on offer they will always go away and find it elsewhere. The committee can be 
seen as the management of this “business” and will strive to offer you the members what you 
indicate as being necessary for your continued involvement in the GBRCAA. 
 
It is very difficult for one individual to summarise a collection of opinions when the same 
individual has their own opinions about the subject matter. It is even more difficult in that in an 
attempt to maintain confidentiality of members opinions, I have not enlisted any other help in 
processing the returned forms. Therefore in order to avoid the risk of bias (either conscious or 
perceived), I have decided to comment as little as possible in this section choosing in main to report 
just the statistics of the results.  
 
Should any member question my reporting of these findings, it will be possible for them to obtain a 
set of photocopies of all the questionnaires but with the personal details removed. Such requests 
should be written and forwarded to the committee who will have similar blanked copies of the 
questionnaire returns. 
 
 
A. General Comments 
 
Total no of replies received: 
 
Standard       3 
Senior     12 
Master     19 
Judge       1 
CD / Supporter /  Other  1                          
Total     36 
Total membership  144 
 
Replies received represent 25% of the total membership 
 
 
 
B. Answers to questions 
 
1 & 2. How far (miles) would you travel to competitions: 

 
Members comments: 
• Barkston Heath ideal 
• Will consider travelling into Europe in 2000: (2 replies) 

 

Event Duration 50 100 150 200 250 >250 

1 Day 2 9 14 6 0 5 

2 Day 3 2 9 8 2 12 

Nationals 1 3 6 8 1 17 

Championships 2 6 5 8 2 13 

Distance to travel to competition 
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• As far as necessary (Nationals / Championships): (2 replies) 
• Cost of overnight accommodation a problem: (3 replies) 
• May travel further to obtain promotion points 
• Decision to attend based on site conditions: (2 replies) 
 
KMJ Observations: 
A large number of members stated as “far as necessary”  which was interpreted here as >250 miles 
in the statistics. Cost of overnight accommodation and the state of the flying site were mentioned as 
a determining factor. 
 
 
3. Do you enter Centralised events: 
 
a. Yes    13 
b. No     23 
 
Members comments: 
• Do not enter due to long distances: (2 replies) 
• Clashes with Scottish events 
• Not good enough yet / Only just promoted: (6 replies) 
• Centralised events should be Masters only 
• Always good to see top pilots in action at these events 
• Only as a judge! 
 
KMJ Observations: 
33% / 66% split here with the majority not entering centralised events. This implies that all other 
entrants to centralised events were probably to kna%$$ered from practising and travelling to send 
their questionnaires back. Biggest factor against entry was perceived lack of ability. 
 
 
4. Do you think we have had enough competitions during 1999: 
 
a. Yes    24 
b. No     12 
 
Members comments: 
• Not enough events in the North 
• Local events appear to have dwindled / More local events needed: (2 replies) 
• The GBRCAA should have 1 centralised event in Scotland, otherwise it cannot genuinely 

represent  UK wide interests  
• Would like 2 events per month 
• 4 events on same day on September 12th. Should be more evenly distributed: (2 replies) 
• Like buses, you wait ages and then three come along! 
• Would like to see more competitions but appreciate they might not be as well attended: (2 

replies) 
 
KMJ Observations: 
66% agreed that there were enough events in 1999. Comments regarding lack of events in the North 
of England and Scotland Also mentioned was the clump of events in September as opposed to 
uniform spread throughout the year. 
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5. Do you agree with the team travel fund: 
a. Yes    35 
b. No      1 
 
If yes, do you think that the £3  from subscriptions and £1 from competition fees contributions is: 
a. Enough    27 
b. Not enough   3 
c. Too Much   0 
d. Should be increased  6 
 
Members comments: 
• More fund raising events (2 replies) 
• Increase subscriptions, not competition fees 
• The raffle was an excellent idea for fund raising 
• Team should be able to travel to international events funded by the GBRCAA 
• It would be a sad day if the GBRCAA could not send a team to international events without 

any financial help 
• Should not expect our team to pay a large amount of money to represent their country: (2 

replies) 
• It has not kept up with inflation 
• BMFA should pay more 
 
KMJ Observations: 
97% of replies agreed with the team travel fund with 75% suggesting that the contributions to the 
team travel fund from subscriptions and competition fees were adequate. 17% thought this amount 
should be increased. Comments affirming usefulness of the Raffle with calls for more funding were 
mentioned. Strongly mentioned that team should not bear the brunt of the cost of representing the 
UK in international events. 
 
 
6. Do you think the competition entry fees are good value: 
 
a. Yes    31 
b. No      5 
 
Members comments: 
• At present they are about right 
• Yes, except for Nationals as a result of BMFA 
• Fees for youngsters should be minimised; e.g. £5 
• Small trophies for the winner would be better than a certificate: (2 replies) 
• CD’s should seek sponsorship for the prizes 
• Provided that competitions always make a profit 
• Provided that competitions are run efficiently and judges are good 
• Good value given the organisation of judges etc 
 
KMJ Observations: 
86% of replies suggested that competition fees were good value. Comments made to re-introduce 
trophies / prizes instead of certificates. 
 
 
7. Do you think the association subscription fees are good value: 
 
a. Yes    33 
b. No      3 
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Members comments: 
• Newsletter is very good for the price: (2 replies) 
• Too expensive to encourage someone with interest of 1 or 2 competitions per year 
• Only because membership numbers dictate this fee in order for  the association to run 
• Could be increase by a small amount (say £30) without any major upset 
• Good value compared to other activities such as golfing or angling 
 
KMJ Observations: 
92% of replies thought that association subscription was good value. Comments mentioned that 
Newsletter was good value. 
 
 
8. Do our judges get paid: 
 
a. Enough   28 
b. Not enough  8 
c. Too Much  0 
 
Members comments: 
• I think our judges should be paid more in return for increased standards 
• Don’t know what they get paid: (4 replies) 
• No payment could be too much for watching my flying! 
• If they do it for the money they are not doing it for the right reasons. Should cover their 

costs and a little thank you 
• It would be difficult to justify to the membership, to pay more to judges. Judges do it 

because they enjoy it and most do not expect to be fully reimbursed 
• Comments from some flyers suggest that they shouldn’t be paid at all. Don’t see the same 

people coming forward to judge 
 
KMJ Observations: 
This question was misleading in that it suggested that judges were paid for their services whereas in 
fact they are only reimbursed for their travelling expenses and costs etc. 78% of replies thought that 
the levels of payments were adequate although it should be noted that most members do not know 
how much they are given and for what. 
 
 
9. Do you think our judges are: 
 
a. Poor   2 
b. Fair   12 
c. Good   20 
d. Very Good  2 
 
Members comments: 
• Having judged for three days recently at the Nationals, I know how hard a job it is 
• Should be more diplomatic with their comments. Shouldn’t be heard to be laughing during 

flights 
• Feedback from judges always received if asked for 
• Scores received are to central (around 5 or 6) and should be more varied 
• The UK team performance is poor and the judges must be contributing to this poor overall 

international performance; to much talk about style 
• Seen a wide variety of judging standards  / (in 1999): (6 replies) 
• Judges are good on average, but we expect to much of them without giving them 
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experience and training 
• Mixed. Some good, some simply do not have got a clue! 
 
KMJ Observations: 
I feel that this question was also incorrectly phrased, as the word "Fair" does not relate in context to 
the other three options. Indeed this suggests a "lack of bias" (i.e. Fair / Unfair or Biased / Un-
biased), which was not the objective of the question. 56% of replies thought the judges Good with 
33% opting for the Fair appraisal. There was general appreciation of the effort required to judge 
although 4 members commented that judging standards varied markedly.  
 
 
10. Do you think that flyer judges are: 
 
a. Better   11 
b. Worse   1 
c. Some better / some worse 24 
 
Members comments: 
• Flyer judges know what to look for more accurately 
• Non-Flyer judges only judge what they see; many flyer-judges  are “flying “ the schedule 

and are not judging only what they see. 
• Need to be experienced competitors 
• Generally Master pilots are better judges. Some non-flyer judges can be very good 
• Flying judges must have a better appreciation of the weather conditions etc 
 
KMJ Observations: 
67% thought that on average the flyer judges were similar in standard to the full time judges with 
30% thinking they were better. 
 
 
11. Would you advocate a feedback slot during the competition where the pilot would receive 
information concerning his flight, directly from the judges: 
 
a. Yes    34 
b. No      2 
 
Members comments: 
• 1 or 2 minute slot directly after flight (as per September Newsletter) (16 replies) 
• Master flyers to give feedback to other classes: (2 replies) 
• Global feedback after first round  
• Global feedback after each round (2 replies) 
• Global feedback during lunch break 
• Global feedback after final round to ensure impartiality 
• Massive benefit (from feedback slot) 
• Need to know judges expectations, perhaps by briefing before first round 
• After each flight in the first round 
• After each flight in the second round: (2 replies) 
• A brief comment on overall performance. Judges available at end of competition to offer 

advice 
• Allow 5 minutes between each flight in round 1 
• The scores should be adequate feedback 
• Judges report after centralised or other major event 
• Scribe fills in downgrade sheet on direction from judge (3 replies) 
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• Would not like to see fewer rounds to compensate for time lost 
• Possibly in 2nd of 3 flights, 1 of 3 judges sits out and assesses the flight 
• Realise difficulty in judges remembering specific manoeuvres but general impression of 

flight in conjunction with something that is losing marks on a regular basis throughout 
flight 

• If comments were constructive and to the point, it wouldn’t take long 
 
KMJ Observations: 
94% of replies wanted a mechanism of feedback during competitions with 45% suggesting the 1 
minute slot directly after the flight from the judges (as per September 1999 Newsletter). Numerous 
other mechanisms mentioned with the next most popular suggestion being for the scribe to fill in a 
downgrade sheet on instruction from the judges during the flight. 
 
 
12. How would you suggest that the membership of the association is increased: 
• Publishing all competition dates in the modelling magazines (9 replies) 
• Allow spectators (5 replies) 
• Proper PR in events such as Sandown in 2000 (8 replies) 
• Existing members to publicise the GBRCAA at club level (3 replies) 
• Better coverage of the GBRCAA and competitions in model press (9 replies) 
• Cheaper kits available for standard and senior classes (3 replies) 
• Members to volunteer to run more competitions at local clubs ( 4 replies) 
• More competitions spread uniformly over UK (3 repleis) 
• Recruitment demonstrators to visit local clubs, events, etc (9 replies) 
• Free limited entry for New members: (2 replies) 
• Lower fees for juniors: (2 replies) 
• Allow pilots to remain at a flying class where they feel comfortable and have adequate 

equipment for. 
• Re-name aerobatics association. More dynamic logo 
• Mail clubs with dates / venues in their area: (2 replies) 
• Combine CPLR stand and GBRCAA at public events 
• Freestyle slots at large events 
• Reduce subscription 
• Possible free entry for non-members with events held at their club field 
• If people are interested in competitive aerobatics, they will find out about the GBRCAA 

with the advertising we currently undertake. 
• Very poor advertising of the existence of the GBRCAA 
• Introduce an aerobatic school for people to learn who are afraid to join because of 

perceived lack of ability 
• Sportsman Sundays 
• A club contest involving RCMW / Ripmax with each club sending its team to regional 

events and then to two finals in North and South 
 
KMJ Observations: 
Vast majority of similar replies were made in relation to lack of publicity and advertising within 
model press / magazines etc. Also advocated were demonstration teams to visit clubs / events etc. 
 
 
13. Do you think the membership is kept informed: 
 
a. Yes 36 
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b. No 0 
 
Members comments: 
• Newsletter is now very informative ( 4 replies) 
• Competition calendar  \ Web site could be updated more often (2 replies) 
• More use of Web page 
 
KMJ Observations: 
100% thought the membership were kept informed with suggestions to make more use of the web 
page. 
 
 
14. Do you think the newsletters are: 
 
a. Not so good 0 
b. Fair  1 
c. Good  14 
d. Very good 21  
 
Members comments: 
• A thankless task but gratefully received 
• Superb (2 replies) 
• Could be more regular 
• The editor needs help from the membership; without this the newsletter will die 
• CD’s should do proper reports on the competitions they run 
• Only info I receive concerning F3A. 
• A good job done in difficult circumstances. Nobody prepared to contribute articles. It is 

effectively a one man job 
• Input form more members re: airframes / engines would be interesting 
• Needs more regular article from general membership. It is always left to committee 

members 
 
KMJ Observations: 
39% of replies thought the newsletter was good and 58% thought it very good. Mentions were made 
of the lack of contributions from the general membership. 
 
 
15. Do you agree with the team selection process: 
 
a. Yes 31 
b. No 5 
 
Members comments: 
• Process not known but appears successful 
• There should be a national team trial (2 days) for both English and Scottish pilots, with an 

international panel of judges (4 replies) 
• We obviously do not do well in international events 
• If this was our best team, how come our highest placing was only 3rd at the 1999 

Nationals? 
• Must look for consistency; one contest has an element of luck. E.g. Man Utd would beat 

Doncaster 99 times out of 100. On that 100th occasion, would you want Doncaster to 
represent your country.   

 
KMJ Observations: 
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86% of replies thought the team selection process worked well. The comments were mixed with 
calls for a return to a team trial method opposed by an argument for the benefits of the long-term 
average inherent in the current mechanism. 
 
 
16. Do you agree with the way in which aerobatics is run at the Nationals: 
 
a. Yes 29 
b. No 7 
 
Members comments: 
• Prefer FAI only to be flown (4 replies) 
• Never felt happy about running one line directly behind another (2 replies) 
• BMFA could do more to publicise the GBRCAA at this event 
• Very expensive for just 4 flights ( 2 replies) 
• Better organisation this year. Fantastic (3 replies) 
• Three flights per day needed 
• Should have proper fly-off; i.e. FO1 for 2000: (2 replies) 
• Never flown at the Nats, but more flights would make it more attractive to me 
• Only been once but thought the event was run very well 
• The flying off the peg is an excellent idea that should be kept both for pilots and spectators 
• Should have proper toilet facilities 
 
KMJ Observations: 
81% of replies agreed with the way the Nationals were run in 1999. A number of members wanted 
to return to FAI schedules only at the Nats. Other observations included warning against flying two 
lines with one in front of another, the lack of toilet facilities and the benefits of the off the peg 
flying demonstrations this year. 
 
 
17. Would you like to have the chance to attend an aerobatic clinic; e.g. to receive some 
guidance from better flyers than yourself: 
 
a. Yes 36 
b. No 0 
 
Members comments: 
• Should be held during Winter club meetings (non-flying) (4 replies) 
• 1 should be held during June, July and August  
• 2 should be held during June, July and August (4 replies) 
• 1 – 2 held at the start of the season (16 replies) 
• 2, midway and at end of season 
• 2 held in the North and 2 in the South, early in season (4 replies) 
• One at the beginning and one at the end of the season: ( 2 replies) 
• One at the beginning and one in the middle of the season 
• As many as possible 
• Held during a competition 
• Abingdon was changed to early 
• Videos, set-up / trimming / style etc evenings 
 
 
KMJ Observations: 
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100% of replies requested that aerobatic clinics should be run which at first sight contradicts the 
lack of entries at the Abingdon training event that was scheduled in September. However most 
replies (~56%) indicated that training sessions (1 or more) should have been held at the beginning 
of the season. Some indication for non-flying training sessions such as trimming / set-up / building 
sessions or video teaching aids, would be beneficial, (This could take the form of the annual event 
run by the Canadian Aerobatic Association during the Winter period. Ed). 
 
 
18. Are you happy with the present committee: 
 
a. Yes 34 
b. No 2 
 
Members comments: 
• Better to get newer members involved 
• Seems to have lost sight with grass root problems 
• A big thank you for all involved 
• More Scottish representation 
• Unsure about finances 
• Have never met or heard from the chief judge! 
• Having served on committees, I know it is a thankless task 
• Generally a very difficult job, but membership is falling 
 
KMJ Observations: 
94% of replies indicated that they were generally happy with the present committee.  
 
 
19. Would you like the committee to invest £52 per year in the National lottery: 
 
a. Yes 17 
b. No 19 
 
Members comments: 
• Once you start, you won’t stop.... 
• Money wasted. Better to put it into team travel fund: (2 replies) 
• You must sow before you reap 
• Good idea: ( 3 replies) 
• Would cause a huge argument if we won: ( 2 replies) 
• Prior agreement on use of winnings 
 
KMJ Observations: 
An approximate 53% / 47% against using GBRCAA funds to play the lottery with most comments 
indicating that prior agreement would be necessary on the way any winnings would be used. 
 
 
20. Final general comments 
 
• Need PR activities during Winter period (2 replies) 
• Promote Standard and Senior levels better 
• Most club flyers envisage very expensive equipment to start flying competitions ( 5 replies) 
• Less publicity for fancy equipment; more on what basic stuff is around (6 replies) 
• Re-introduce plaques / trophies instead of bits of paper (3 replies) 
• Re-introduce Sportsman schedule together with much advertising 
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• More involvement from top pilots 
• Add an extra Master class into the GBRCAA. Then FAI pilots are required to maintain an 

average score of 400+ and Masters 360+ in any two events in the year (3 replies) 
• Standard / Senior class too easy. Nowhere for lower Master pilots to go (3 replies) 
• More advertising in model press 
• No Scottish input re GBRCAA events 
• Make Scottish Nationals a centralised event 
• Make BMFA Nationals a centralised event 
• Scottish representation on committee 
• Team trials with Northern (Newcastle and up) and Southern qualifying circuits 
• Too much is focussed on the team which represents 2% of the membership. 

Disproportionate time spent on team with little given back from them in return 
• Regular columns in the magazines are very beneficial: ( 2 replies) 
• Top level competition is seen as serious with low fun factor; promote aerobatics as un at 

grass roots levels 
• Consider organising open days where local clubs are invited to bring a model and have a 

go: (2 replies) 
• Demonstrations / clinics from top pilots: ( 4 replies) 
• I would lie to see the team selection process encompass all parts of the UK 
• Allow all pilots to fly at a standard that suits them and feel comfortable with, rather than 

that dictated by promotion point. Perhaps a permanent intermediate class between seniors 
and masters, but using the senior schedule 

• Encourage the general members to make more input regarding findings and problems with 
projects, flying schedules etc. The mag is biased towards committee and masters agenda. If 
the average membership took more part, I think the level of interest would be greater in 
association activities and no doubt the club numbers would increase 

• By breaking down the North / South / East /  West divide 
• Encourage club flyers who are presently daunted by the cost to participate by introducing a 

‘club’ class where the engine, model (built from plan), etc are specified and reviewed every 
two years, (it worked for Sport 40…) 

• Improvements may come from using increased revenue wisely. Would suggest: 
a Dynamic new image 
b More publicity in mags 
c Stop the in fighting between the mags 
d Closer attention to the top international pilots particularly at Sandown and Nationals. 

Sponsorship to cover stars travelling expenses. Freestyle demo’s at Nats 
 

KMJ Observations: 
No comments here due to the totally subjective nature of the question 
 
 
C. Conclusions 
 
As hinted at before I will not attempt to draw conclusions from this questionnaire  preferring 
instead for those who feel strongly about the content to raise these issues for themselves, either via 
the newsletter or directly to the committee. 
 
A salient point is whether the views of the entire association can be represented accurately by just 
36 replies.  I find it personally disheartening considering how vocal most members are concerning 
the running of the association, that so few found the time to complete and return this questionnaire.  
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Sample Score sheets used in 1999 F3A World Championships, Pensecola, USA. 
 
As most of you will know, a new scoring system was used in the finals of the recent world champion-
ships where there were three separate banks of judges for the centre and turnaround maneuvres, situated 
at the ends of the flight-line. The score sheets shown below are specifically for the downwind turnaround 
maneuvres and scores were entered in the dotted boxes shown. Thanks to Peter Cappleman for supplying 
these copies. 
 
Ed. 
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FAI F3A Masters League Table 1999-2000 
at 18th November 1999 

(Both scores count) 

Postion Name Total Third 
Centralised 

1999 

 Fourth 
Centralised 

1999 

 Fifth 
Centralised 

1999 

 First 
Centralised 

2000 

 Second 
Centralised 

2000 

 

1 Brandon 
Ransley 

2000.000 1000.000 * 1000.000 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

2 Kevin 
Caton 

1956.430 960.735 * 995.695 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

3 Richard 
Howarth 

1927.789 969.482 * 958.307 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

4 Keith 
Jackson 

1895.128 963.617 * 931.511 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

5 Dave 
Rumball 

1817.524 888.566 * 928.958 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

6 Dave 
Matthias 

1779.778 884.214 * 895.564 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

7 Richard 
Welch 

1771.978 859.635 * 912.343 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

8 Lee 
Shelley 

1754.231 874.602 * 879.629 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

9 Darryl 
Foster 

1753.279 939.564 * 813.715 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

10 John 
Mee 

1727.550 877.018 * 850.532 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

11 Mike 
Pole 

1710.953 835.760 * 875.193 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

12 Sam 
Wragg 

1582.622 814.583 * 768.039 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

13 R M 
Palmer 

1552.320 755.993 * 796.327 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

14 Alan 
Wild 

1549.901 714.667 * 835.234 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

15 Tim 
Butter-
worth 

1498.363 730.575 * 767.788 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

16 R J 
Palmer 

1427.665 676.418 * 751.247 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

17 John 
Harrop 

1343.864 416.854 * 927.010 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

18 Bob 
Reid 

1014.952 348.261 * 666.691 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

19 Greg 
Butter-
worth 

674.495 0.000 * 674.495 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

20 John 
Hewitt 

465.360 465.360 * 0.000 * 0.000  0.000  0.000  

Prepared by: Mike Wood           * indicates score used  
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UPDATE 28/11/99         PHIL WILLIAMS                                 

PROBUILD 
      12 FOREST VIEW DRIVE, STAPEHILL, WIMBORNE, DORSET, BH21 7NZ. 
           TEL:- 01202 891319  E-MAIL 100722,1443@COMPUSERVE.COM 

THE HOME OF YS ENGINES 
IN THE UK 
YS .53 FOUR-STROKE £195.00 
YS.91 FOUR-STROKE  £237.00 
YS1.40L FOUR-STROKE £465.00 
YS1.40LM FOUR-STROKE £520.00 

                     ENGINE MOUNTS 
DAVE BROWN BEAM MOUNT £36.95 
GATOR SOFT & SAFE  £37.95 
HYDE 1.20 SOFT MOUNT £105.00 
HYDE 1.40 SOFT MOUNT £110.00 
YS 1.40  ENGINE MOUNT £145.00 
HYDE COMPACT LITE .20 –.30 £19.95 
HYDE COMPACT LITE .40 –.50 £24.95 
HYDE COMPACT LITE .60 –.70 £29.95 

FOUR-STROKE MANIFOLDS 
JOHNSON INSIDE YS.91 £38.50 
JOHNSON INSIDE YS1.20/40 £38.50 
HATORI INSIDE YS1.20/40 £40.50 
HATORI COPPER WASHERS 
PACK OF 2   £1.10 
AAP POWER MANIFOLD  £45.00 

                            FOUR-STROKE PIPES. 
AAP 203 ALLOY PIPE.    £93.00 
HATORI 692  ALLOY PIPE 405MM LONG £115.00 
HATORI 693 (NEW) ALLOY PIPE  
555mm LONG      £125.00 
PROBUILD 1.20/40 ALLOY PIPE  £26.50 
PROBUILD .91 ALLOY PIPE  £24.00 
PROBUILD 1.20/40 LONG ALLOY PIPE £41.50 

APC PROPS. 
TWO BLADE APC PROPS. 
14*12 APC PROP  £9.72 
14*13 APC PROP  £9.72 
14.4*13 APC PROP  £9.72 
14*13.5 APC PROP  £9.72 
15*11 APC PROP  £9.72 
15*12 APC PROP  £9.72 
15*13  N APC PROP  £9.72 
15* 14 N APC PROP  £9.72 
15.5 *13N APC PROP  £9.72 
16*11 APC PROP  £9.72 
16*10 APC PROP  £9.72 
16*13N APC PROP  £9.72 
16*16 APC PROP  £9.72 
16*12 APC PROP  £9.72 
16*12.5 APC PROP  £9.72 
16*8 APC PROP  £9.72 
 
THREE BLADE APC PROPS 
13.4*13.5 APC PROP    £14.97 
 
FOUR BLADE APC PROPS 
13.8*10 APC PROP  £19.50 
14.5*11 APC PROP  £19.50 
14.5*12 APC PROP  £19.50 
15.5*12 APC PROP  £19.50 
 
FUEL TANKS. 
TETTRA 14OZ   £10.95 
TETTRA 16OZ  £11.95 
TETTRA 18OZ (BLADDER TANK) £21.95 
TETTRA 20OZ  £12.95 
IMP 14OZ    £ 8.95 
MK 16OZ   £4.30 

            DUBRO ITEMS. 
DUB447 IMP BALL WRENCH SET  £13.19 
DUB361 4-40 TAP & DRILL    £4.40 
DUB362 6-32 TAP & DRILL    £4.40 
DUB391 4-40 THREAD INSERTS    £1.40 
DUB313 SOK HD 4-40 BY 1.25"   £1.00 
E/Z ADJ AXLE 2 BY 5/32    £3.10 
DUB135 4-40 BLIND NUTS    £0.69 
DUB 315 SOK HD 6-32 BY 1"   £0.79 
EXHAUST DEFLECTOR 35-90    £3.49 
DUB661 EZ TRIMMER    £5.19 
PULL PULL SYSTEM 4-40    £5.50 
SUPER STRENGTH SERVO ARMS  £7.25 
     
     TETTRA PRODUCTS. 
TETTRA HINGE GUIDE     £15.98 
BALL ADJUSTERS     £5.95 
ROD ADJUSTERS     £3.95 
TRIANGLE JOINT WITH FILTER  £6.96 
TRIANGLE JOINT      £5.75 
SWITCH BRACKET      £6.95 
ONE WAY VALVE         £7.49 
FUEL DOTS       £4.50 
PUSH-ROD ANGLE CLEVIS   £2.25 
     
 RETRACT SYSTEMS. 
SUPRA DX 40 WITH AXLES  £49.00 
SUPRA DX 60 WITH AXLES  £49.00 
SUPRA DX 200 WITH 5MM TITANIUM 
STRUTS & AXLES   £82.00 
SPARE STRUTS FOR DX60  £10.95 
LIGHT WIEGHT TITANIUM RETRACT LEGS 
3/16" (ONE  PAIR) £17.95    
 

                CFE PRODUCTS 
5/8" TO 5/8" EXHAUST COUPLER  £19.95 
5/8" TO 15MM EXHAUST COUPLER £19.95 
15MM TO 15MM EXHAUST COUPLER £19.95 
SPARE VITON O RINGS   £3.49 
1.20AC AIR FILTER   £17.95 
1.20/1.40 AIR FILTER   £17.95 
1.20/1.40 NOSE RING   £9.95 
CFE EXHAUST COUPLERS HAVE FOUR VITON “O" RINGS PER    
UNIT TO GIVE A LEAK FREE JOINT. (THE BEST) 

ProBuild 
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    ZN LINE KITS -  ALL BASE KITS UNLESS SPECIFIED 

• BIG TOC CAP - READY BUILT,   RING FOR 
READY TO COVER                   AVAILABILITY 

• CAPRISE, GLASS .   £360.00 

• CAPRISE, CARBON / KEVLAR  £395.00 

• FASHION LINE,CARBON /KEVLAR £345.00* 

• ALLIANCE CARBON/KEVLAR  £395.00 

• EXTREM, GLASS   £350.00 

• EXTREM, CARBON/KEVLAR  £380.00 
 

LARGE MODELS 

• CAP 232, GLASS. 2.38M LONG & A SPAN  
OF 2.2 M FOR 60CC ENGINES UPWARDS  £380.00 

• CAP 232, GLASS. 2.38M LONG & A  
SPAN OF 2.2M. FOR 60CC ENGINES UPWARDS 
WITH BALSA SKINNED FOAM PANELS £545.00 

• CPLR MADNESS 3D KIT, READY BUILT,  
READY TO COVER   £149.50 

• EXTRA 300S, GLASS. 2.08M LONG & A SPAN  
OF 1.90M FOR 40CC ENGINES & UP. £300.00 

• EXTRA 300S, GLASS WITH BALSA  
SKINNED FOAM PANELS  £485.00 

• MAJESTIC, CPLR DESIGN. BASE KIT IN 
CARBON/KEVLAR FUZ, FOAM CORES. 
CARBON U/C WITH GLASS SPATS £470.00 
 

* SPECIAL OFFER 

 FUTABA RADIO.     GRAUPNER JR SERVOS. 
FF8  RING FOR LATEST PRICE 
9ZAP COMBO  £775.00   4041 4KG 1 BB      £32.00 
9102 SERVO   £52.00  4421 6.8KG 2 BB        £55.00 
9202 SERVO   £44.00  4451 5.5KG 2 BB HI/SP     £55.00 
136G SERVO  £35.00  7421F3A 33g 4.5KG 2BB   £43.00 
9402 SERVO   £60.40  7451F3A SPEED 5.8KG     £55.00 
9204 SERVO   £60.40  341 MICRO 17g 1.5KG       £27.00 
3101 SERVO   £24.50 
200MM EXTENSION LEAD £2.50 
400MM EXTENSION LEAD £3.60 
SWITCH WITH HARNESS £5.50 
CHARGE & DSC  £4.50 
 
ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF PRINTING. DUE TO ECONOMIC 
CONDITIONS PRICES MAY VARY, DOWN AS WELL AS UP !!!!!!!!!!  

   BUILDING MATERIALS. 
 
6MM ENDGRAIN CARBON BALSA 300MM BY 300MM (200G CARBON)   £15.00 
6MM ENDGRAIN CARBON BALSA 300MM BY 300MM (93G CARBON)   £21.00 
3MM NOMEX PANELS WITH GLASS SKINS 300MM BY 300MM    £15.00 
3MM NOMEX PANELS WITH CARBON SKINS 300MM BY 300MM    £23.00 
 
ALL PANELS ARE VAC BAGGED DURING  MANUFACTURE TO ENSURE BEST ADHESION 
OF THE SKINS TO THE CORE MATERIAL. 
 
180ML COTTON MICRO FIBRES £2.20 LIGHTWEIGHT GLASS CLOTH  £10.50 
180ML KEVLAR PULP  £4.75 40 GRAM GLASS CLOTH  (PER-METER)  £5.00 
180ML MICRO BALLOONS £2.20 80 GRAM GLASS CLOTH  (PER-METER)  £5.00 
180 ML FAIRING COMPOUND £2.20 100 GRAM GLASS CLOTH  (PER-METER) £5.00 
SMALL 101 EPOXY  £6.75 90G PLAIN WEAVE   £45.00 
LARGE 101 EPOXY  £13.00 62G KEVLAR   £21.00 
200 GRAM CARBON PLAIN WEAVE £35.00 200 GRAM KEVLAR    £22.50 
 
     PLEASE RING FOR ALL RC ITEMS @ DISCOUNT PRICES. 

ProBuild 

    MK ACCESSORIES 
LINKAGE FOR GEAR  £11.45 
SUSPENSION WHEEL AXLES (MK) £44.76 
TAILWHEEL ASSEMBLY £16.98 
55MM LIGHT WEIGHT WHEELS £8.95 
ALLOY BULKHEAD FUEL NIPPLES £9.99 
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP (NEEDS 4  
AA BATTERIES)  £29.95 
HAND FUEL PUMP  £19.95 
REMOTE PLUG WIRING KIT £13.00 
S & M ALLOY HORNS WITH LARGE PLASTIC 
BASE & FITTING KIT  £5.55 
PUSH ROD BB END (3MM) £9.95 
CONTROL BB CLEVIS (3MM) £9.95 
DUAL ELEVATOR CRANK £28.95 
MANIFOLD SUPPORT KIT £25.95 
HEAVY DUTY TRI HORN WITH  
STEEL SHAFT  (PER PAIR) £2.25 
MK WHEEL AXLES  £8.95 
MK MUFFLER 35MM/40MM £7.50 
 
  GATOR PRODUCTS 
GATOR PLUG IN WING  
ADJUSTER KIT    £13.95 
GATOR SOFT & SAFE MOTOR  
MOUNT     £37.95 
(SOFT) ISO DAMP RIBBED  
GROMMETS   £5.95 
(FIRM) ISO DAMP RIBBED  
GROMMETS    £5.95 
FEATHER LITE GLASS CLOTH            £8.95 
PLUG-IN ADJUSTABLE STAB              £10.95 
WING TUBE SET 7/8 BY 24"                   £13.95 
WING TUBE SET 7/8 BY 30"      £15.95 
WING TUBE SET 7/8 BY 24"   
(ANODISED)        £18.95 
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      SHADOW KIT FROM PROBUILD. 
 

The shadow, further development from the world famous Desafio S, the model features plug in wing & Stab, 
one piece full length underbelly with access to radio installation via a carbon panel. The foam wing, tail are cut 
from low density foam with the CNC foam cutter for accuracy. The fuselage is a glass cloth with carbon fibre, 
with reinforcing panels in the rear of the fuz as well as the fin. Motor requirement is for a YS1.20AC up to the 
new 1.40 LM. Fuselage comes ready sprayed in a white gel coat. 
 
Base kit 
Glass fuz & underbelly, foam wing & tail cores with tube holes cut, plan, wing & tail joiner tubes. 
 
Deluxe kit 
Includes all above as well as the wings & tail  skinned in contest grade balsa, with integral spar system. 
Ailerons & elevator lined & hinged with  kevlar full length  system, retract & servo wells cut & lined. 
 
Hi Tec kit 
Includes all above but with all formers cut from Nomex glass & fitted into the fuz, motor installation 
completed. Wing & tail fitted with incidence adjusters fitted.  
  
 Base kit. £275.00   Deluxe kit. £425.00 
 Hi tec kit  £575.00           ProBuild 

PROBUILD  
PL PROD KITS 

 
K

 

MODEL 
 
KC = Kevlar/Carbon 
FV = Glass Fibre 

BASE KIT BASE KIT ALL FOAM 
PANELS IN COMPETI-
TION GRADE BALSA 

AS PREVIOUS COL-
UMN WITH AILER-
ONS, ELEVATORS 
AND RETRACTS 

FITTED 

EXCELLENCE FV   377.77   511.11   586.11 

EXCELLENCE KC   466.66   600.00   675.00 

TORNADO FV   377.77   511.11   586.11 

TORNADO KC   466.66   600.00   675.00 

LARIMAR KC   466.66   600.00   675.00 

LARIMAR FV   377.77   511.11   586.11 

ALIZE KC   388.88   522.22   597.22 

ALIZE FV   322.22   455.55   530.59 

EXTRA 300 S FV     872.22   947.22 

EXTRA 300 S KC   1044.44 1119.44 

RUSH FV   216.66   350.00   429.00 
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USA ITEMS 
Alloy ballraced tail wheel assembly, complete with fitting 
kit & alloy tail wheel.       £21.00 
24" carbon Fibre rods with 4-40 titanium fittings for direct  
servo connections to control surfaces   £15.95 
Titanium fittings only (4 of)    £9.95 
36" length Carbon rods (2 off per pack)  3/16" dia with 4  
Titanium end fittings & heavy duty ball links. To complete  
the pack, 4 Titanium bolts & nuts are included to bolt the ball  
links to the out put arm.       £16.50  

TRU TURN SPINNERS 
 
• 2 1/2" FAI      £23.25 
• 2 1/2" FAI, LIGHT BACK PLATE    £30.72 
• 2 3/4" FAI      £26.96 
• 2 3/4" FAI, LIGHT BACK PLATE    £34.46 

 
 
 

NEW ITEMS   NEW ITEMS   NEW ITEMS  
 
• PARSONS PRODUCTS SERVO PLUG SAFETY CLIP, 3 PER PACK          £4.50 
• SYSTEM 2000 RAPID P.V.A. GLUE                                               £2.49 
• ACRYLIC 1 TON ADHESIVE                                                       £3.95 
• CYANO, THIN, MEDIUM & THICK VISCOSITY - AVAILABLE 20MG.   £2.00 
• TACK CLOTH        £1.17 
• PILOT FURRED MYLAR HINGES, 20 PER PACK   £2.75   
• MULTIPLEX FIELD BOX.  FOUR SHELVES COMPARTMENT, 
              TOP COMPARTMENT.                                                        £55.00 
• FINE LINE TAPE, 2.5MM THICK, 66 METRES LONG                     £2.75 
• HIGH PERFORMANCE 5/8" EXHAUST TUBE                                  £6.75 
• JB WELD, 24 HOUR TWO PART GLUE, SUPER STRONG                       £3.60 
• CRC DEFLECTION THROW METER                                £18.95 
• OS PLUG WRENCH WITH KEEPER, IDEAL FOR YS COWLED 
              MODELS       £5.20    
 
 
Phil Williams 25/11/99  

ProBuild 
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MANSFIELD AEROBATIC COMPETITION SUNDAY 12th SEPTEMBER 1999  
 
During the previous week, eyes were glued skywards for an indication of good weather 
for the weekend. Alas, Saturday was very windy with a strong south-westerly blowing 
diagonally across the strip, surely three comps in a row couldn’t suffer from bad 
weather? Sunday arrived and I was down at the field at 0735 to witness a CD/ 
competitors dream come true, blue sky with a smattering of white clouds, very light 
breeze straight down the strip with the temperature promising to be pleasantly warm. 
While assisting Brian Gascoigne to erect his tent for the scorers, and the markers being 
positioned by Stuart Mellor & Gerry Scothern, competitors began arriving for a 0915 
briefing, eager, or what?  
 
Flying commenced @ 0930 with a different format (to us anyway) i.e. Seniors, Standard, 
Masters. This gave 2 judges a break during standard flying, which was judged by Bob 
Reid and Richard Howarth. The first round of the seniors was clearly won by Nigel 
Clayton with almost identical scores being attained by Adrian Harrison and Brian Hoare. 
Standard flyer Lindsey Todd suffered the first of three dead sticks, a great shame as his 
first manoeuvres indicated a good flight. Two days before the competition, master flyer 
Richard Welch’s YS suffered a fractured fuel line with fuel spilling into the fuselage and 
over the radio gear in his Fashion. Although dried out, fuel lines replaced (and radio 
tested) he was ready for action for his slot, however, the engine had yet to be run. During 
the flight he seemed to be down on power when he suffered a dead stick caused by a 
blown regulator gasket. Hubert Pritchard also suffered a dead stick caused by a sticking 
throttle servo while Bill Hughes, newly promoted to masters (in fact his first flight/comp) 
put in a very respectable flight with his Excelsior 177/MVVS 77 combination. Round 
two in seniors saw Ken Moss winning but only 5.5 points separated the next three 
competitors.  
 
In standard Brian Dillon again won the round with Russell Aisbitt closing the gap. 
During the lunch break Richard Welch changed the gasket on the YS’s regulator courtesy 
of John Hewitt but during his flight whilst approaching the spin at tick over, he suffered 
another dead stick while Dave Matthias flew consistently and gained another good score. 
Third and final round in seniors saw Nigel winning with Adrian putting in his best flight 
to clinch second place from Brian Hoare with Brian Dillon winning the standard class. 
 
In masters, Dave produced another consistent flight to convincingly take first place with 
Robert Palmer taking second with John Hewitt third with his new Caprise. Unfortunately, 
Bob Palmer suffered a broken manifold cutting short what could have been the deciding 
flight. 
 
There was an excellent turn out by Club members along with a steady stream of 
interested spectators from the general public, even the local beat police officer expressed 
an interest in joining the club! 
 
I would to thank the judges (Seniors & Masters) Dave Rumball and John Howarth 
(Standard) Bob Reid and Richard Howarth. Thanks to John Brown for keeping the scor-
ing throughout the day, Stuart Mellor & Gerry Scothern for assisting with the timekeep-
ing/ scoring/ scribing. Last, but not least, I would like to thank the Mansfield & District 
R/C Model Club for the use of the field for the day. 
 
Trevor Plumbe – C.D. 
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MANSFIELD & DISTRICT R.C.M. CLUB 
Final Scores 

SENIOR ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 BEST 2 POSITION 

NIGELCLAYTON 297.0 240.0 287.5 584.5 1 

ADRIAN HARRISON 257.0 242.0 283.0 540.0 2 

BRIAN HOARE 257.5 245.5 265.0 522.5 3 

KEN MOSS 231.0 254.0 249.5 503.5 4 

      

STANDARD ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 BEST 2 POSITION 

      

BRIAN DILLON 118.5 120.5 119.5 240.0 1 

RUSSELL AISBITT 113.5 117.5 114.5 232.0 2 

LINDSEY TODD 7.0 36.5 64.5 100.5 3 

      

MASTERS ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 BEST 2 POSITION 

      

DAVE MATTHIAS 425.0 442.0 441.5 883.5 1 

ROBERT PALMER 380.0 376.0 381.5 761.5 2 

JOHN HEWITT 338.5 366.5 384.5 751.5 3 

BOB PALMER 367.0 379.0 99.5 746.0 4 

BOB REID 341.5 353.0 352.5 705.5 5 

BILL HUGHES 331.5 336.0 349.5 685.0 6 

HUBERT PRITCHARD 33.5 347.0 328.0 675.0 7 

RICHARD WELCH 141.0 249.5 425.0 674.5 8 
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DAVE MATTHIAS TYPHOON 
2 X 2 

WEBRA 
145 WEBRA 

APC 15 1/2 
X 12 4 
BLADE 

20% OWN 
BREW JR FIXED 

ROBERT PALMER TOPLINE YS 140 FZ HATORI APC 15 X 
12 

DURAGLO 
25% JR 642 RHOM AIR 

JOHN HEWITT CAPRISE YS 140 LM HATORI 
LONG 

APC 15 X 
12 

DURAGLO 
25% 

FUTABA                     
ZAP 1024 SUPRA 

BOB PALMER EXCELSIO
R 2000 YS 140 FZ HATORI APC 15 X 

12 25% JR 388 MK 

BOB REID NEW 
SOLUTION 

WEBRA 
145 WEBRA 

APC 15 1/2 
X 12 4 
BLADE 

10% OWN 
BREW 

FUTABA 
FC28 RHOM AIR 

BILL HUGHES EXCELSIO
R 177 MVVS 77 OS BLUE APC 12 1/2 

X 11 
DURAGLO 

5% JR 388 FIXED 

HUBERT PRITCHARD O/D 
SUPER 
TIGRE           

G23 
WEBRA APC 16 X 

14 
DURAGLO 

10% JR 3810 RHOM AIR 

RICHARD WELCH FASHION YS 140 FZ HATORI APC 15 X 
13 

IRVINE 
RACING 

30% 

FUTABA              
FIELD 

FORCE 8 
MK 

NIGEL CLAYTON LOADED 
DICE 2S WEBRA 80 HANNO APC 12 1/2 

X 13 
DURAGLO 

10% 
FUTABA              

FIELD 
FORCE 8 

MK 

ADRIAN HARRISON DESAFIO YS 140 FZ BOLLY APC 15 X 
12 20% FUTABA                      

ZAP 1024 RHOM AIR 

BRIAN HOARE SUPER 
DALOTEL ST90 OS BLUE APC 12 1/2 

X 13 
DURAGLO 

5% 
FUTABA              

FIELD 
FORCE 8 

SRING AIR 

KEN MOSS LOADED 
DICE 2S WEBRA 80 HANNO APC 12 1/2 

X 13 KMIX 10% JR APEX RHOM AIR 

BRIAN DILLON 
STRETCH
ED CHILLI 

WIND 
OS 61 RF YAMADA APC 12 X 

10 
DURAGLO 

5% 
FUTABA              

FIELD 
FORCE 8 

FIXED 

RUSSELL AISBITT LOADED 
DICE 40 OS 70 STANDAR

D APC 12 X 8 COOLPOW
ER     30% 

FUTABA              
FIELD 

FORCE 8 
FIXED 

LINDSEY TODD 
STRETCH

ED 
AEROSTA

SUPER 
TIGRE 90 OS BLUE APC 14 X 

10 
DURAGLO 

5% 
FUTABA              

FIELD 
FORCE 8 

FIXED 

MANSFIELD & DISTRICT R.C.M. CLUB 
Model Details 
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2nd letter from Bob Palmer concerning judging in the GBRCAA 
 
Well you could say I asked for it, but even I was surprised at the response to my letter in the July newsletter. 
The problem is, most have missed the plot..... And indeed the comments by an eminent "Top Flyer" serve 
only to strengthen the point I was trying to make. The words I used and I quote were: "My problem through-
out this process, and reiterated by many of my peers is that the judging does not reflect the way you are 
flying." 
 
You see, Judges, I agree with everything you say about grace and precision, indeed I like many of the mas-
ters flyers delight in watching Kevin or  Brandon  on a good day because you would think they were flying 
on rails at times.  They create an example of where we all would like to aim for. Trouble is, the point I was 
making was the MEANS TO GET THERE! 
 
There are 3 components to this aerobatics flying. 
 
    1) A good accurate model 
    2) A knowledge of the manoeuvres and how to fly them. 
    3) Style, finesse and positioning. 
 
Now anyone can see that without getting the first two correct the latter is near impossible. If the latter is to 
cause our scores to be an average 5 or 6 throughout the flight, we are never gonna get the feedback to tell us 
how to fly our manoeuvres with accuracy to the degree that makes them second nature and allows us to 
concentrate on 3. 
 
As a relative beginner in Masters I would expect not to get much more than a 7 for a good manoeuvre be-
cause my exit and entry may not be perfect and I might twitch my wings or waggle the tail a bit. But likewise 
for a bad manoeuvre, I would expect only a 2 or 3. At least there would be a differential to indicate to me 
afterwards what I did wrong. It is reasonable to understand why it has been the practice for Masters  flyers to 
have to "Fly an apprenticeship for 5 years or so" before the scores become more relative to the flights we 
observe. But if we are not able to sway the judges on these points then giving a Masters flyer a score sheet 
isn't going to change things either. We then place THAT flyer on a potential collision course with the judges. 
Neither really is it helpful to have a critic session, as has already been pointed out by the end of a round we 
cannot expect a judge to remember why a particular manoeuvre was scored the way it was. 
 
Perhaps one mechanism the association could consider adopting is to produce a downgrades tick sheet and 
get a masters flyer to sit and tick the downgrades as he sees them. This way the flyer gets actual reasons not 
associated directly to scores, whilst getting the masters opinion without conflicting with the judges. 
 
As I have not seen a publication of the P01 yet other than in the associations mag I have no way of assessing 
the downgrades for this schedule but as an example the items on the sheet could look as follows:- 
 
Manoeuvre      < Slow Roll > 
 
Downgrades:                                       Tick 
    (1) Changes in heading                           [  ] 
    (2) Changes in altitude               [  ] 
    (3) Roll rate not constant            [  ] 
    (4) Model does not roll exactly 360       [  ] 
 
e.t.c. 
 
The allotted Masters judge simply ticks the appropriate downgrade that he observes and the pilot then 
KNOWS what he did wrong. I did not set out to ruffle feathers this was not just "My" opinion, but unfortu-
nately the opinion of MOST up and coming master flyers, I was just the idiot who wrote about it! I was 
simply warning the association of another reason why people don't stay the course and membership falls. If a 
pilot feels he's not getting anywhere, he will give up! I would please ask that judges who have commented 
read my letter again. I  want the GBRCAA to be the home of the next world champion. Not daggers drawn 
and ready to criticise anyone who questions the craft.  
 
Bob Palmer 
 
 
This letter was received October 10th 1999. Ed 
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SOLARFILM 
 
SOLARSPAN 2000 This is the latest version of our heavy duty iron 
on covering film. We have kept all the best features of the original 
Solarspan - high shrinkage for easy application, base film 50% 
thicker and stronger than regular iron on films, excellent hot stretch 
for easy contouring round wing tips etc., and then added two extra 
features to make the material even better :- 
1. Colour is in a separate layer of polymerised resin that is bonded 
on to the base film. The adhesive is now a separate colourless layer 
on the outside of the colour layer. This means that the colour never 
gets on the wood and the covering can be stripped off to leave a 
clean wood surface ready  for re-covering - just by peeling of the old 
covering while hot. 
2. A powerful new adhesive is used. In order to remove the old 
covering it must be reheated. Attempts to remove the covering “cold” 
can tear chunks out of balsa or lift veneer off wing cores. 
 
PRYMOL  A new etch primer for use on Solarfilm and solarspan. It 
is a quick drying colourless liquid that applied to Solarfilm, Solarspan 
and many plastic and metal surfaces by brush, spray or swab, 
modifies the surface so that iron on coverings, paints and many 
other adhesives adhere to the PRYMOL treated surface. 
PRYMOL is recommended for:- 
  - strengthening the bond where pieces of Solarfilm overlap - 
the bond is often stronger than the film and prevents edges lifting 
and fuel seepage into the seam. 
 - modifying the surface of Solarfilm, Solarspan, etc. so that 
the paints and adhesives adhere properly. 
 - allows adhesives to bond to many plastic surfaces that are 
difficult to glue eg. canopies, wheel spats, cowling etc. 
 - when repairing or refurbishing a model, new iron on 
coverings can be made to stick securely by cleaning the old covering 
with meths and treating with PRYMOL, before ironing on the new... 
 

 
SOLARFILM 

ACKHURST ROAD, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR7 1NH 
 

TEL : 01257 267418  
FAX 01257 276203 
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21st F3A World Championships – Pensacola USA 1999 
Written by Brandon Ransley 

 

1. Team Selection  

The team was selected in accordance with the GBRCAA team selection procedure as approved 
by the BMFA. This was on the basis of your best three results from the last three centralised 
contests of 1998 and the first two centralised contests of 1999. 

From my point of view I believe the method of selection is correct although the timing does 
cause some difficulties. The team to be selected should be that which is most likely to give 
the highest team result at relevant World Championships or European Championships. There 
are therefore arguments about how the team should be selected and many arguments that 
the team should be selected as late as possible to ensure that the "on form" pilots go to the 
WC/EC. However, late selection can give rise to problems for team members and the team 
manager such as travel arrangements and the simple requirement of booking holiday time.  

There are also arguments that the team should be selected on the basis of one contest 
shortly before the WC/EC. However, it is my view that this could result in a weaker team than 
a team selected on the basis of consistently high results. By way of analogy it is probable that 
the odds of Doncaster Rovers beating Manchester United at football are 1,000 to 1. On that 
one occasion that Doncaster "fluked" the result would you wish to send Doncaster as your UK 
representative to the World Club Championships or would you rather take Manchester United 
who have won the previous 999 encounters and are likely to win the next 999 encounters? 
With a one contest selection procedure it is possible to find the best pilots ill on that day or 
not concentrating due to some other personal event or simply having a bad day.  

However, it is for the association to decide how the team is selected and everyone will have 
to abide by these rules.  

 

2. Travel Arrangements 

Our team manager, David Tappin, arranged all travel arrangements and these went very 
smoothly. Arrangements were made through George Pick Travel in Leicester. Kevin Caton and 
I both travelled out early to stay with Tom Miller, a USA F3A flier, who lives in Charlotte in 
North Carolina. David managed to arrange a flight to Charlotte with an internal flight ten days 
later from Charlotte to Pensacola and then at the end of the contest a flight from Pensacola 
to Charlotte connecting to a flight from Charlotte back to Gatwick. Of course in any situation 
such as this a major problem is the carrying of the boxes. Kevin had one exceptionally large 
box and I had two reasonably sized boxes. One was for the wings and one for the fuselages. 
The arrangements were perfect at Gatwick as they were expecting the boxes and they went 
through free of charge. On the flight from Charlotte to Pensacola both Kevin and I had to pay 
excess baggage costs for the crates. However, on the return flight since so many people were 
leaving Pensacola with boxes it seems that the airlines felt obliged to carry the boxes. No 
extra cost was paid on the return journey. Kevin and I were very fortunate to be upgraded to 
first class on the internal flights between Charlotte and Pensacola.  

 

3. Models 

I had two ZN line Caprise models that I had intended to take to Pensacola. Both of these 
were powered by YS140s and both had Futaba ZAW radios. Kevin Caton had arranged 
through the generous loan from Ripmax for each of us to have sufficient number of 
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transmitter modules (synthesised) and receivers on 40 Mhz. Preparations were only average 
in view of the heavy workload at work and the lack of time I had to practice. However, I had 
a week in the USA to practice before the contest started.  

On the night that I left Phil Williams and Mark Waterman of Probuild delivered the new ZN 
line Alliance that they had built in three weeks. It was very light and looked very good and I 
packed it in the crates. If I had time to trim it and practice with it and if it flew well I would 
fly this model in the contest.  

 

4. The trip to America 

With the crates loaded on the roof rack of the Ford Mondeo my wife, Lindsey, drove me to 
Gatwick where the crates were unloaded and I met up with Kevin Caton. The trip to Charlotte 
was uneventful and we were met at the airport by Tom Miller. Tom took us to his home 
where we were welcomed by him and his wife Babs. The next week was a superb week at 
Tom and Babs house. Tom, together with his pattern friend, Rick Sweeney, ferried us around 
to various sites where we had the opportunity to fly with various pattern and IMAC fliers 
including US team member, Kirk Gray. We also met Frank Collison and his son, Peter. It is 
clear that Peter is an exceptionally good flier and could be expected to figure in the USA team 
at some stage. He is only twelve years old. As a sign of the quality of his flying Kirk Gray let 
him fly and land his number one model which he intended to use in the World Championships 
one week later.  

Due to one bad landing in very rough conditions I ripped the undercarriage leg out of my 
number one Caprise and spent a couple of days practising with my number 2 model whilst the 
number one Caprise was being repaired.  

Due to weather conditions and lack of time I did not have an opportunity to have more than a 
couple of flights with the Alliance and I therefore decided that there was no realistic 
opportunity of trimming it and getting used to it in the short period of time. All the time was 
therefore spent flying the two Caprise’s.  

This week was, for me, invaluable. Both Kevin and I had some engine problems with YS140s 
although my number one engine was going incredibly well such that I had to use a rate 
switch to reduce the power as it was simply too powerful. Flying conditions were usually quite 
rough because we were experiencing the outer limits of hurricane Dennis.  

I would like to express my sincere thanks and gratitude to Tom Miller and Babs and Rick 
Sweeney for their hospitality and help throughout that week.  

 

5. World Championships 

From a fliers point of view the World Championships was well organised although I am aware 
that the judges had certain complaints.  

There were four panels of judges with five judges in each panel. This is in accordance with 
FAI rules and is so that one set of judges does not have to judge all day. This meant that 
panels A and B judged in the morning and C and D in the afternoon. There were four 
different flight lines with flight lines A and B facing one direction, being the morning flight 
lines and panels C and D facing another direction, being the afternoon flight lines. This was to 
ensure that at no time was the sun in the manoeuvring area.  

With five judges in each panel it meant that the highest and lowest score for each manoeuvre 
was removed to try and eliminate any bias or unusual judging.  

Due to the wind conditions it seemed that if you had a flight between 12.00 and 2.00 you 
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were likely to experience the worst of the wind conditions. Due to some quirks of the rotation 
system it meant that some flyers suffered more than others as a result of this. However, this 
is a fact of life and there is little that can be done about it. It must be remembered that one 
flyer can be flying in front of panel A on the Monday and another flyer flying in front of the 
same panel on Thursday. Preliminaries are really therefore only to ensure that the top flyers 
get into the fly off. The real contest for placings then starts amongst those top fifteen when 
they all fly within a period of two and a half hours of each other.  

My first flight was a poor one due to extremely windy conditions. In addition I failed the noise 
test on the first reading but fortunately passed on the second reading. Kevin Caton's flight 
was a little better in similar conditions. John Tappin had better conditions and put in a better 
flight generally but obtained the lowest score because of a poor spin and poor snaps. One 
bad manoeuvre can drop you in the scoring significantly so two or three bad manoeuvres 
means that the score is considerably lower than you would hope.  

Kevin Caton continued to have some engine problems with the YS140LM and after two or 
three flights decided to put the YS140FZ back in the model.  

My second, third and fourth flights were all of fairly even standard and I was much more 
pleased with them seeing my placing improve each time until the final result showed a score 
of 26th. My aim was to finish in the top thirty and I did this. I had hoped to finish in the top 
twenty five and I missed this by one place which was disappointing. However, I was pleased 
to be top UK pilot.  

John Tappin finished 38th and Kevin Caton 39th.  

The teams overall placing was 11th which was slightly disappointing as I am sure that we 
would all have wished to finish in the top ten. However, the individual and team placings 
were considerably better than those in Poland and closer to those of Japan in 1995.  

After the preliminary rounds it was clear that the top three placings would be contested by 
Paysant Leroux, Naruke and Hyde. In the event Paysant Leroux won all three fly off rounds, 
two by a comfortable margin and became World Champion for the first time. A well deserved 
victory recognised by virtually everyone.  

America took the team prize with Japan in second place and France in third place.  

Throughout the contest David Tappin kept the team informed of the result and scores. In 
terms of organisation from the team's point of view there were no problems and David 
Tappin's organisation was very good. With regard to the event the onsite facilities such as 
food were not fantastic simply being burger vans. However, I did enjoy the World 
Championships which from a flying point of view were well run.  

 

6. Judging and Jury 

All in all the judging was pretty good. The best pilot won the contest. As always there are a 
few gripes about judging and the main ones are as follows :- 

• There are still judges who judge at World and European Championships who give a mark 
before the manoeuvre has ended. This is particularly so in relation to snap manoeuvres 
where you can hear the score being given immediately after the snap and well before 
the manoeuvre has been finished and certainly before any straight and level flight after 
the manoeuvre.  

• Some judges from countries with whom you would not associate F3A clearly do not know 
what they are doing.  

• Regardless of how well the top flyers fly they still get a good mark. By way of example, 
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Hatta put in a terrible flight which I together with several others, including Christophe 
watched. We all simply shook our heads and all agreed how terrible it was. It transpired 
that he had not registered his transmitter that day and was borrowing somebody else's 
transmitter! From memory I think he came third in that round. How can that be? By way 
of another example, Jason Schulman, on his last flight, did not have his bib on. The team 
rushed around to find it and he took off with only a few seconds to spare and put in a 
very rushed and exceptionally poor flight. He scored very well and beat all of us in the 
UK team on that flight. Quite how the judges saw it as such I do not know.  

The jury was the best I have ever seen and a special mention should be made about Bob 
Skinner (S.A) who clearly understood the importance of the jury. It contrasts with previous 
years when jury members have slept at their positions! 

 

7. Next year 

Next year new rules will be coming in and there is a good chance that some of the British 
team will qualify for the semi-finals and be expected to fly the fly off schedules. It should be a 
requirement, possibly of the centralised events but definitely the nationals that the fly off 
schedule is used. One of the ways to improve flying in the UK is to make us fly harder 
schedules. With the preliminary schedule it is very hard to improve although I admit that 
there is room for improvement from all of us otherwise we would reach the fly off. However, 
perhaps if we flew more challenging manoeuvres it would make our preliminary schedule 
better as we would have to master our aeroplanes to a greater degree in the fly off schedules 
and then use this greater skill in the preliminaries.  

 

8. The Future 

Hopefully I will be in the team for the Belgium European Championships. As yet we do not 
know where the World Championships in 2001 will be held. England should host them soon. 
It simply needs somebody to decide to lead the event and then to organise the team around 
them to help. It is impossible for a flyer who is going to be in the team to do this. However, 
we have the man power in the UK to be able to hold the event but do we have the ambition? 

Ivan Kristiansen flew this Russian design called Angel’s Shadow to 10th place at the 1999 FAI F3A World 
Championships. See more details of the construction and availability of this design at Vladimir Kozlovski ‘s  
web site: http://home.earthlink.net/~matusev/page2.html 
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YS 140L Report March 25, 1999 
 
I started running my YS 140L about 4 weeks ago. After two 16 oz. tank on the bench using an NC muffler 
and APC 16x10 it was a backup motor for my Sequel until my Ambition is complete. At the Ocala pattern 
contest my NC's rod failed and I installed the YS 140L using the Hatori FAI 120 pipe that was already in use 
on the NC. 
 
The 140L is considerably stronger than the NC. Still not broken in, using a APC 15x12 running very rich, it 
out pulled the NC. I did not notice a cg. change even though the 140L is a lighter motor. Initially the motor 
ran fine. As time was put on the motor, it started to quit in the air, not idle reliably, and go lean in the mid-
range. Nothing I could do seemed to help. Frustrated, I pulled the motor out, reset the regulator and low-end 
to factory settings and back on the bench. This time on the bench I used a Hatori header (modified) and the 
new Hatori #693 140 pipe. I had heard that several 140L's required that the low-end be turned in (richened). 
 
2 tanks later, the low-end was 1 5/8 out from closed and the regulator was 1/2-3/4 opened. The engine now 
instantly idles at 2,000 and rolls to full throttle without hesitation and without going lean in the mid-range. 
See figure below: 
 
Fuel was PowerMaster YS 20/20, OS Type F plug, all props APC unless noted: 

 
15x12   9100  
15x13N   8700  
16x10   8900  
16x12   8100  
16x14 Bolly CF.  8700  
16.5x12   7900 

 
The motor has a different sound than the other YS 120/140's that I have owned. I believe due to the increased 
compression and displacement, it has a deeper, throatier sound. When running the engine prior to this bench 
running, the engine would start to sound lean and I would back it off. Actually the engine was to rich. On the 
bench it required additional leaning on the high-end until it really did fall off and then backed off 3-5 clicks. 
At this point, I have not run the motor in the plane to see how it performs. 
 
(This information was taken from Ed Chapkis Pattern Page at http://members.aol.com/EChapkis/index.htm. 
Personally my YS140LM / APC 15x12 / 20% Nitro / 20% Klotz has never turned more than 8700rpm Ed). 

The all conquering YS140LM, (except at this years BMFA Nats of course !) 
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GBRCAA SCORE SHEET 

PROPOSED SENIOR 2000 SCHEDULE 

Name :                                                                     BMFA No : 

Comp :                                                                    Date :                           

Judge :                                                                    Flightline :               Round No : 

 Manoeuvre Mark K         Score 

1 Take off sequence  1  

2 6 sided Loop  4  

3 Immelman  2  

4 Humpty Bump from top, ½ Rolls down & up  3  

5 Half Square outside loop, ½ roll down  1  

6 Top Hat, with 2 of 4pt Rolls up & down  3  

7 Humpty Bump with Options  2  

8 ¼ Roll, ½ Roll, ¼ Roll  4  

9 Figure 9, 1/2 Roll up  2  

10 Vertical Eight, ½ Roll in middle & end  4  

11 2 1/2 turn spin  3  

12 Double Immelman, Full Roll 1st & 2nd  4  

13 ½ Cuban Eight, Two of Four Pt Roll   2  

14 Stall turn 1 1/4 roll up, 3/4 snap down  5  

15 Top Hat, ¼ Rolls  2  

16 Knife Edge Flight  4  

17 Half Square Loop on corner  1  

18 3  turn inverted spin, 1/2 Roll to exit  3  

19 Landing sequence  1  

  AVERAGE  0  

  NOISY    -  5   

  TOTAL SCORE   

  AVERAGE  

Promotion procedure : C.D to sign, EITHER actual 
scoresheet, blank scoresheet or separate promotion form.  
I claim my     FIRST        or  SECOND   set of promotion 
points. Send signed scoresheet or promotion form to 
Membership Secretary to claim promotion score. (300 
Points). 
I confirm that the above has achieved an average score 
 
of                                    points on this flight.                                           
                       
 
         

Signed                                        CD 
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COMPUTERS? 

If you’re looking for a computer system, before you spend in the high street why not talk 
to us. We specialise in systems built to your needs and budget. Established for 6 years 
we can supply systems at lower than shop price and offer expert advice with top quality 
systems. 
 
 
 

Starter system: 
AMD K6-2 400  512 P/L Cache 32MB RAM 4.3 GB HDDrive 
   4MB Video 40 Speed  CD Rom 16 bit sound  
   and speakers 15"VGA Monitor 1.44   Floppy   
   keyboard Mouse  WIN95/98, £530.00 inc VAT 
Multi media: 
INTEL P11 400MMX 64MB SDRAM 6.2 GB HDD 8 MB AGP VGA 
    15" Monitor 40 Speed CD ROM Floppy 

     Sound card speakers 56k Voc/Fax Modem 
    Keyboard Mouse WIN95/98, £690.00 inc 

VAT 
 
UPGRADES and parts: 
Call for full list of parts sound cards zip drives hard disks SCSI cards 
memory networking  printers scanners any upgrade parts or quotation. 
 
 

All machines with 3 year   RTB Warranty.   Guaranteed Year 2000   
 
 

Interest FREE credit available for GBRCAA members !! 
 
 
 
 Call Bob Palmer at:- 

ResiSystems Limited  

01325 369906 Daytime 01325 284206 Evenings 

 Systems House, 18 Exeter Drive Haughton Grange,Darlington Co Durham DL1 2SE 
email resisystem@aol.com 

WEB SITE http://members.aol.com/resisystem 

Prices correct at time of writing though may vary by publication. 




